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Plate 69 Cottage at Kit Shield, Henshaw
Thatched roof with timber gutter supported by
simple timber brackets built into the stone walls.
Michael Bulmer and his wife Elisabeth making
good use of the summer evening sun, 1910

Northurrtrland Yesteryear, edited 1w Robin Gard
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The most interesting and perhaps surprising fact is the variety

in not only the plan form, but in the construction of the dwellings

of the Great Northern Coalfield. The North East of England was

thought by many to have rows and rows of identical houses, and

yet, in spite of constraints an interesting range of cottages can

be identified.

Many early dwellers of the region worked on the land and dug for

coal. Little evidence remains of their simple dwellings. However

their building materials would have derived from their local resource,

stone, timber and thatch. A photograph of 1910 shows Michael Bulmer

and his wife Elizabeth in the doorway of their cottage at Kit

Shield, near Henshaw, Plate 69. The cottage had a thatched roof

and timber gutter supported by simple timber brackets built into

the stone walls.	 Early construction of the region was shown in

the sketches of T. H. Hair which were published in 1839, stone
1

walls with projecting gables, and the extensive use of timber.in

the cladding of the colliery buildings, Plates 25 and 39.

Transport for heavy materials was expensive, and particularly labor-

ious over land. The earliest most efficent methods of moving building

materials any distance were by river or by sea. By the early ninet-

eenth century the inland waterway system in Great Britin was operat-

ive and building materials started to become national commodities

instead of local.	 The revolution started in earnest with rail
2

transport and by the 1850's and 1860's the railways themselves
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had become interested in bulk freight.3

The generally improved availability of materials affected their

method of sale. Where.$ previously the land owner, the builder

and the architect had been involved in the production and the supply

of materials, after about 1870, the general builders merchants

developed rapidly.

	

	 The influence of this new competition was less
4

evident in the visual results of the design of the houses on the

Great Northern Coalfield than in other parts of the country, it

was nevertheless a determining factor on the general construction

of the dwellings.
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ELEMENTS

ROOF

'Rural styles were much affected by the kind of roof's. Early roofing

materials of the region were 'black thatch' or heather thatch arid

stone slab -roofs. The roof form of the early dwellings was gabled

as the roofing materials did not lend themselves to variation from

the simplicity of a basic roof shape. Many cottages had the single

long sloping roof which 'catslides' to near ground level at the

rear,Figure 99.	 Stone slabs were laid with diminishing courses

to the ridge and in random widths .	 Gables were finished with

a close verge, or with a projecting parapet with a stone slab water

tabling. The water tabling was often finished with a projecting

stone kneeler, providing a fixing as well as an architectural terminat-

ion to the gable, Figure 99.

THATCH

STONE SLAB

Few examples of thatched dwellings remain, however there is photograp-

hic and written evidence. Plate 69. Hoqsing at Shilbottle, described

in 1873 tells of a variety of cottages some one storey, some two,

some free standing, some semi detached and a few in rows. Most

of them were stone built and many of them were thatched. 6 Examples

of cottages with stone slab roofs, are common in rural Northumberland

and Durham.

PANTILE

PANTILE AND STONE

The effects of trade and industry are clearly evident in the construc-

tion of the cottages of the Great Northern Coalfield.	 When coal
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was exported from the region to the Netherlands the boats returned

to the Tyne carrying pantiles as ballast. The pantiles provided

a cheap and superior alternative to the less watertight stone slabs,

Plate 23. Where the roof space was unceiled the attic, generally

used for sleeping accommodation, was directly under the roof.

Possibly due to lack of knowledge of the material, the pantile

roofs tended to be poorly constructed, and laid to too shallow

a pitch, resulting in many roofs which were not water tight.

From what I saw of the roofs of these houses I was quite convinced
that it was no impossibility for any miners who might be astronomi-
cally relieved to read the stars as they lay in bed through
the chinks and crevices of the badly pointed tiles.

There were many examples of colliery cottages with pantile roofs,

Escombe and Cumberland Street, Auckland Park.

A construction detail which was common particularly in Durham and

Yorkshire, was a pantiled roof with two eaves courses of large

stone slabs, Figure 99. This detail was used on both large and

small scale buildings and can still be seen in the area. Referring

to cottages at Coxlodge village the Our Colliery Villages article

described the cottages as 'real old stagers, roofed with slates

and tiles alternatly'.
8

SLATE

A major change came in the 1850's and 1860's when it became possible

to transport by rail slates from Wales. 	 Slates were a superior

roofing material to either pantiles or stone slabs. The use of

Welsh blue slates on a building therefore suggests that it was

constructed after about 1860 or that previos1y it had been roofed

in a different material. Many of the traditional details, projecting
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bricks.	 Throughout the minute books of the Ashington Coal Company

references are made to tenders omitting bricks and specifying bricks

'to be supplied by the company' 16

The following is the clause included in the specification for the

single cottages at Seaton Delaval Colliery 1858.

Walls and Foundations

Proper trenches to be dug out for all the foundations to the
depth and breadth required, the site to be levell'd up with
stones, or ashes, and two inches of sand upon the top, to receive
the brick floors, the foundation to be ram'd in and the sulphur
earth to be levell'd up round the building. When finished
all the foundations to be 15" and built up to the level of
the floor to receive the 9 inch wall on the front side the
back wall to be carried up 15 inches thick full height, and
inside gable wall to be 15 inches to the level of the floor,
and the whole of the walls to be built with mortar, composed
of clean sharp sand and well burnt stone lime mixed with water
and using in proportion of 3 loads of sand to 1 of lime.

17

Early brick construction was carried out with solid brick walls

of 9" and 15" thickness. Cavity wall construction and damproof

courses were generally introduced later and were fairly common

by 1900. This was a reflection of the endeavour to improve living
18

conditions and reduce dampness in the cottages.

As with Stone Row, there were many examples of brick rows on the

Great Northern Coalfield. Brick Row, Ryhope, Plate 52 was an example

where the brick was used in a very utilitarian way. In other cases

the brickwork was treated in a decorative way, Figures 38 to 41.

The colliery houses at Lanchester were built of red bricks with

white bricks surrounding doors and windows. 	 According to the Our

Colliery Villages article 'the walls were hollow for insulation'.
19
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A statement possibly made in error, due to lack of understanding

of cavity wall construction. Pease and Partners houses were built

principally of yellowish bricks from their own brickyards. The

Stella Coal Company buildings were constructed of light colour

bricks with courses of red bricks. This striped or banded effect

made the colliery houses and building very obvious and examples

can still be identified, Plate 70. There tended to be little variation

in the bricks used in a colliery village as the bricks were all

supplied by the same colliery brickyard, any variation which did

occur was between one village and the next. However	 at	 Ashington,

First Row and Second Row were built in white bricks and all the

subsequent houses were in red bricks. 	 Brick Row was so called

in many villages as it was the first row to be built of bricks.

WOOD ROW

Although brick and stone cottages are the most common form of construc-

tion of the Great Northern Coalfield an exciting part of this study

has revealed just how many 'wood rows' existed. It appears that

many of the larger colliery villages had a row of houses where

timber wall frames were used either for the whole house structure

or in a half brick, half timber form. 	 This form of construction

has proved to be far more extensive than anticipated.

Timber construction tended to be used where it was thought that

the dwellings were to be of a temporary nature. 	 Timber was used

extensively in the construction of colliery buildings and the colliery
20

company employed men accustomed to using timber for proPpn, ' and

other construction work in the pit, it was therefore an obvious

material to use in the building of colliery cottages. The reasons
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Plate 70 Sirpsms morial PaTes, Bar Moor
Built by the Stella Coal CaTpany.
Light coloured bricks with courses of red
bricks, giving a striped or banded effecL

Photograph by H. Diana Brown pril 1988
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Plate 70 SirrpscXiS r'einorial Pares, Bar Moor
Built by the Stella Coal Corrpany.
Light coloured bricks with courses of red
bricks, giving a striped or banded effect.

Photraph by H. Diana Brown 7pril 1988
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one row as 'rather fanciful brick built houses fronted with wood'.
26

There were seventy houses in Wood Row, Pelton Fell, and reference

made to further new houses built in wood.
27

Several rows of single storey timber cottages remained at Leasingth-

orne until the end of the 1960's, Plate 30. It is understood that

these cottages were constructed using timber as they were intended

to be relatively temporary, having been built to serve a colliery

which was not expected to have a long life. The plan of these

cottages was very similar to those of Stone Row, Leasingthorrze

in that each dwelltag, was only one room wide but two rooms deep.

The front door opened directly into the 'bedroom' and the living

room/kitchen was behind. Plate 30 shows the cottages constructed

with a timber frontage and brick gables with brick flues.

Not only were timber constructed houses called 'Wood Row' but at

Leasingthorne they were named Oak Terrace and Larch Terrace, Plates

71 and 72.

By 1870 the colliery owners had added four rows of wood faced
two storey houses to the village of Leasingthorne.

28
The four rows of wood faced houses (100 in all) at the south
end of the village have four rooms and enclosed yards of fair
size and are kept in good condition by Dorman, Long & Co Ltd.,
the present colliery owners.

29
Plate 71 shows clearly the verically boarded timber fronted houses

with brick gable walls and brick flues.

The use of timber as a cladding material was not restricted to

vertical boarding. At North Seaton there were two rows of cottages
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Plate 71 Oak 'Iërrac, Leasingthorne
Vertical tirn}-r boarding

Reamish open Air Museum

Plate 72 Larch Terrace, Ieasingthoime
Vertical tirn1r hoarding

?. Trnple. The tre1ic± Villages of Durham County
M. Litt 14O.
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Plate 71 Oak rrace, Leasingthome
Vertical timber boarding

Beani.ish cen Air Musemi

Plate 72 Larch Terrace, Ieasingthorne
Vertical timber boarding

A. Taiple. The Ee relict Villages of Durham County
M. Litt 1Q40.
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constructed for the sinkers in 1860 which were clad in horizontal

boarding. The cottages were built on a steeply sloping site the

rear entrance being at a higher level than the front entrance,

Plate 73. The same adaptation of plan form to suit the sloping

ground conditions was used in the form of the 'double decker' row

of privies, Plate 62. The houses were constructed with brick gable

walls, and timber fronts, the weatherboarding being fixed horizont-

ally.	 The details of the wall construction are not know but they

were described as being 'lined with lath and plaster on a 4Y2" brick

skin inside'.	 An interesting design element was the use of double

sash widows, Plate 74.

Built in about 1870 in the middle of Butterknowle, a semi-agricultural

settlement, were two rows of timber constructed cottages. These
31

dwellings were also lined with brick and had brick party walls2

There were single houses of tuo roors and double houses of four

rooms all had gardens .nd allotments. The row named as 'The Mansions'
33

was commonly referred to as 'Essex Row' because of the origins

of the immigrants who lived there.34

Between Butterknowle and Evenwood lies the village of Lands,
specified as High Larc's 1n distinction from the tiny hanilet
of Low Lands in the Valley alongside the Haggerleases Railway.
It consists of 64 houses, built in 1873 and 1874 in connection
with the Lands colliery. Twelve four roomed stone houses in
Cross Row were leased to the colliery Company, and the two
roomed wood-faced houses in Lands Bank were owned directly
by them.35

This implies there were fifty two wood faced houses at Lands -

a large proportion of the settlement.	 In 1939 the village was

isolated and had neither electric lighting nor other social amenities.
36
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Plate 73 Wood R, North eatcn Clliery
Built on a steeply site, the rear entrance being
at a higher level than the front entrance

Photograph frau A. Jensai, 28, Canter-ury Close,
Ashington

Plate 74 Wood Rc, North Seaton Colliery
Horizontal eatherhoarding, with
double sash wiridos

Photograph frau J. Jenson, 28, Canterhury Close,
Ashington
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Plate 73 Wood Rc, North Seatcri Colliery
Built c a steeply site, the rear entrnc being
at a higher level than the frct entrnc

Photograph fran A. Jensa-i, 28, Canteittiry Cle,
Ashingta-i
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Plate 74 WOOd Rcx, North Seatcri Colliery
Horizontal weatherhoarding, with
double sasli irids

iiiii	 r o cxraPh frau ?. Jc:isai,	 ,
Ash ii gtai
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East Cramlington contained a variety of wood rows. 	 The houses

of Curving Row were built of either brick or stone and were 'wood

fronted'.

	

	 Inside all but two of them contained two rooms and an
37

unceiled attic, the two exceptions having three rooms each. Special

Wood Row was described by a Newcastle Weekly Chronic 	 journalist

as

a very sorry affair indeed, and its name is not easily accounted
for, except by the exposition that it was built for little
men with little wives and no families.

38
Each dwelling was a brick floored kitchen about thirteen feet

square.'The only other accommodation in these cottages was the

unceiled attic, under tiles which leaked so badly that the room

was unuseable'.

Double Wood Row, Cramlington is the only example identified of

back to back timber constructed cottages.	 These cottages were
40

very unusual as where normal back to back rows had a joint roof,

this row had two separate roofs.

Two rows with distinct roofs have been built up against each
other quite upon the mutual support principle, as though each
were so narrow of itself that it might blow over if it were
not backed up by the other.

41
On both sides of the row the houses consisted of one room and an

attic.	 These cottages must have been very vulnerable to damp with
42

the valley gutters, between the two dwellings. Dr. Barry reported

in 1882 that the rows were in a poor condition. Double Wood Row

being back to back had no through ventilation and Special Wood

Row had the kitchen floor below ground level.
43

Plate 75, Villiers Street, Murton Colliery which was known locally

as Wood Street illustrates cottages with horizontal boarding.
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plate 75 Vilijers Street, Murtai Colliery
Cbttages with horizontal ship lap boarding,
known locally as WOOd Street.
The fenestration reflects the pattern of the
stone cottages with vertical sliding sash windows
at ground floor and horizontal sliding sash windows
at first floor

A. Reynolds. Colliery Housing in Murton
Dissertation 1982
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The fenestration is particularly interesting as it reflects the

pattern of the early stone cottages with vertical sliding sash

windows on the ground floor and horizontal sliding sash windows

at first floor.

Many of the cottages at Shankhouse were of timber construction

including Middles Row and Railway Row. 	 The ground floor

room was about eighteen feet square and had a pantry, also of timber

construction projecting from it. 	 Two bedrooms above, were reached

by means of a hybrid ladder -staircase. Both were ceiled and one

had a fireplace.	 Externally the walls were of fir wood, painted

a slate grey colour.
44

At the southern end of Annfield Plain was a group of houses known

as Wood Rows which were described as

merely navvies huts, such as form an encampment at the mouth
of a tunnel in the process of boring... They are laid out in
rows and surrounding by the slough of desponds, only that being
saturated with odours of all sorts it is a trifle worse than
that. The huts are deadly cold in winter and deadlier' hot in
summer.

45
The reason given by the company for building in timber was that

as the land was only leased for colliery purposes, the houses would

be easier to remove than the stone ones.
46

In 1939 Ada Temple photographed and described some timber clad houses

at Black Boy, Gurney Valley.

The houses in Black Boy which complete the village are wood
faced, four roomed houses of the same type and built at the
same period as those mentioned already in Auckland Park. They
stand high, climbing obliquely up the side of the hill at the
east end of the valley and though only separated from the extens-
ive Black Boy colliery pit heaps by the length of their front
gardens, they are still sufficiently high above the waste heaps
for a clear prospect of Eldon to be obtained. These houses
are superior to the older Gurney Valley houses and are comparable
with the Auckland Park houses.

47
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The houses at Black Boy were demolished in September 1979 and visited

at the time of their demolition, Plate 1. Detail survey notes were

made as the timber structure was exposed and detail record photographs

taken, Plates 78-81.

Ada Temples photographs show the houses from the bottom of the

hill looking up the row and the top of the hill looking down the

row, Plates 76 and 77. The top house was of masonry construction,

presumably an officials house and can be identified by the fenestra-

tion pattern, Plate 77 photographed by Ada Temple in 1939 arid Plate

78, photographed during demolition. The row of seventy nine houses

built in about 1880, were two storey four roomed dwellings. They

were constructed with brick party walls and gable walls and vertical

timber boarding on the front and rear elevation, Plates 78 and

79. The rear offshoots were constructed in single skin brick work.

Some of the walls dividing the yards were of stone construction

and some of brick.	 All the roofs were slated but the roofs to

the pantry offshoot and the coal house were pitched in opposite

directions giving a saw-tooth effect, Plate 76.

The corstruction of the wall system was based on a stone fóondation

sleeper wall. The wood faced walls were constructed with a ±imber

frame which was infilled with brick panels up to first floor level,

Plate 80.	 This was carried out in much the same way as was done

with the Tudor timber framed house. 	 The brick panels being used

to give lateral stability and help support the joists at first floor

level.	 Above the first floor level a timber frame only was used.
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Plate 76 Black Boy, Eldcn, Gurney Valley
Wood faced colliery cottages, photographed
fran the bottan of the hill looking up the rcw

A. Terrple. 'I trelict Villages of Eurham County
M. Litt 1q40

plate 77 Black Boy, Elda, Gurney Valley
Wood faced colliery cottages, photographed
looking down the row. The top house was of
mas airy caistriic±i ai

A. Teriple. The trelict Villages of D.irham County
M. Litt 1940
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Plate 76 Black Bay, Eldon, Gurney Valley
Wood faced colliery cottages, photcraphed
fran the bottan of the hill looking up the row

A. Terrçle. T1 Irelict Villages of EXirharn County
M. Litt 1q40

I

Plate 77 Black Boy, Elda, Gurney Valley
Wood faced colliery cottages, photcçraphed
looking down the row. The top house was of
mas cn ry ccrist nicti on

A. Tenpie. The treli ct Villages of 1)rham County
M. Litt 1940
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Plate 78 Bladc Bay, Eldori, Gurney Valley
Wood faced colliery cottages, the tq
house of masonry caistructiai. Four roared
cottages with a fireplace in each roan

Photograph by H. Diana Brcn Septenter 1979,
during crnoflticn

Plate 79 Black Boy, Eldon, Gurney Valley
Wood faced colliery coge, cons tructed
with brick party walls and gahie walls

Photograph by H. Diana Brn Septerni-er 1C470,
during cmolition
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Plate 78 Black Boy, Eld, Gurney Valley
Wood faced colliery cottages, the t
house of inascriry ccristructja-i. Four rocned
cottages with a fireplace in each roan

Photcçraph by H. Diana Rr 	 September 1979,
during molitiai

with brick party walls and gahie walls

_________	 Photograph by H. Diana Brawn Septerrfr-er l°7,
__________	 gno1itici
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Here the timber studs were increased in number to about 18"centres;

horizontal members provided fixing for the vertical tongue and

groove boarding, Plate 80. Externally the boarding was carried

down to window ciii height on the front elevation, or to a little

way above on the rear elevation. A narrow strip of timber fixed

over the tongue and groove gave the vertical boarding a ribbed

visual effect, and increased the efficiency of the joint against

the penetration of rain water.	 Internally the studs were lath

and plastered, Plate 81.

The external gable wail was built of two skins of brick work, all

party walls and internal partitions of single skin brick work.

There was a fireplace in each room upstairs and downstairs, Plate

78. The floor joists spanned from front to back of the building.

Sash windows were used throughout fixed to the face of the boarding.

The external brickwork had been rendered at some stage during

the life of the building, Plate 81.

At Newfield in County Durham there are two rows of timber faced

cottages which have been renovated in the last ten years, Plates

82 and 83 show the dwellings, before and after the improvements.

The cottages are horizontally boarded and have a brick lining skin.

It is curious that timber was used as a cladding material in this

village as Newfield had, and still has, an operating brickworks.

However7 the presence of the brickworks and its requirement for

a work force has ensured the survival of these cottages. Their

renovation has been carried out reasonably sympathetically; replace-

ment of the old vertical sliding sash windows with new windows

of the same proportion and similar style.
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Internally the
studs were lath
and plastered

Vertical ta-igue
arid grooved
boarding fixed
to horizcrital
nentrs

At first floor
..2ei2 wrti ca
studs at 18"
centres

Brick infill
panels up to
first floor level

Timber frarre

Hod. zcntal
rrembers for
fixing vertical
ta-igue and grooved
boarding

Plate 80 Black Boy, Eldai, Gurney Valley
Wood faced walls, constructed with a
timber fraiTe

Photcgraph by H. Diana prn Feptember lq7q,
during derrioliticri
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Internally the
studs were 1 th
and platerea

Vertical tcxig
and groove
boarding fixed
to horizta
erTt,ers

At first floor
level vertical
studs at 18'
centres

Brick infill
panels up to
first floor level

Timr frarre

Horizontal
rreners for
fixing vertical
tongue and grooved
boarding

Plate 80 Black Boy, Eldcn, Gurney Valley
Wood faced walls, constructed with a
tirrber frane

Photraph by H. Diana }rn Septex*er 197),
during demolition
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Internally the
studs were lath
and plastered

A strip of tim}r
fixed over the
tc1gue and grooved
joint, gave the
vertical boarding
a ribbed effect,
and increased its
efficiency against
water çrietration

Externally the
boarding was
carried down to
windc.i ciii height
or a little ahove

Plate 81 Black B, Eldctl, Gurney valley
Wood faced wall ca-istrl1ct1C

PhotraPh by H. Diana Brown Septemher l7Q,
during deroliti(rX
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Internally the
studs were lath
and plastered

A strap of tirnher
fixed over the
tongue and grooved
joint, gave the
vertical boarding
a ribbed effect,
and increased its
efficiency against
water penetration

Externally the
boarding was
carried down to
windc cill height
or a little above

Plate 81 Black Boy, Eldon, Gurney Valley
Wood faced wall construction

Photraph by P. Diana Brown September 1Q7Q,
during derolition





Plate 82 Spring Rank Terrace, Newfield
Wood faced colliery cottages with horizontal
timber boarding, before renovation

Photograph from txjrliam County Planning tparbient

Plate 83 Spring Rank Terrace, Newfield
Wood faced colliery cottages, after renovation.
Note the new doors, windc, ys and rendered
gable wall

Photograph by H. Diana rown $eptember 1Q7°
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Plate 82 Spring Bank Terrace, Newfield
Wood faced colliery cottages with horizontal

I

timber boarding , before renovation 	 I

- _______	
-	 Photograph fro. tiram County Planning Lpartnrt

plate 83 Spring Rank Terrace, Newfield
Wood faced colliery cottages, after renovation.
Note the new doors, iindois and rendered

_____	 gable wall

h.	 Photograph by H. Diana Prn September 1Q70
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A further example of some woodfaced colliery cottages which had

undergone more major renovation was Wood Row at Whiteleas Crooks
48

Plate 84 clearly shows the cottages built in brick work but their

name suggests that the row had earlier origins of timber construction

and was subsequently faced in brick work.

Approximately thirty rows of colliery cottages using timber claçlding

have been identified on the Great Northern Coalfield . Single storey

and two storey wood rows, with their boarding both horizontal and

vertical were to be found. Only the cottages at Newfield remain

to-day and they have undergone fairly major renovation. The concept

of using timber in the design of the dwellings demonstrates practical-

ity in terms of buildability and resource.

TIN HOUSES

Not only were timber frame houses clad in vertical or horizontal

timber boarding, but also in corrugated metal sheet. In the memoirs

of a Durham coalminer, George Laidler recalled how:

We moved to another house known as the tin tabernacles.
50

These dwellings were at Burnhope.	 Pda Temple also refers to some

houses at East Hedleyhope clad in zinc sheeting;

It consisted of 100 houses- arranged in five streets near the
collIèry from which it takes its name. The houses are mainly
of two rooms. Two rows at the upper end of the village were
built of zinc sheeting and wood and have already been demolished.

51

In the publication Chopwell's Story, there is a photograph of some
52

houses which appear to be clad in metal sheeting. The photograph

is entitled 'The Duckets' Victoria Eavesfield. Victoria Eavesfield

was the colliery company operating in the Chopwell area. The Duckets

had a very unusual roof pattern where each dwelling was expressed

by the pitch of the roof. The use of metal as a cladding material
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Plate 84 Wcxx1 Rcw, Whiteleas, crook
The narre suggests that the rct had earlier
origins of tirrber coos tructicri and was
subseqintly faced in brickwork

A. 'Ièniple. The relict Villaces of r*.itham County
M. Litt 1q40.
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Plate 84 WcxDd Rcw, Whiteleas, Crook
The nane suggests that the r had earlier
origins of tirrber ccrtstr',.icticn and was
subsequently faced in brickwork

A. Imp1e. The relict Villaces of rurharn County
M. Litt 1q40.
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is clearly illustrated in the photographs of Coronation Terrace,

Broomhill, Plate 85 shows these single storey cottages prior to

demolition when some of the dwellings were occupied. The cottages

were constructed with brick party walls, a timber frame for the

front and rear walls and clad in corrugated metal sheet, Plate 86.

CONCRETE HOUSES

Two examples of houses using concrete for their wall construction

have been identified in the study area. Between 1872 and 1876

a row of cement houses was built in the village of West Moor, Killing-

worth colliery.
53

Sixth Row Ashington was a single terrace of twenty two	 houses

which were constructed using insitu concrete. To build the houses

an iron frame work erected and iron plates inserted the width
between them, being the thickness of the wall to be built.
A mixture of cement and gravel, or such rubble as maybe most
easily obtainable on the spot is then poured into the space
between the plates and as soon as the concrete wall thus formed
has the time to set, the plates are raised another stage, and
so the building process goes on until the described height
is attained, the joist and other timbers being embedded as
required.The walls thus formed of course present a very rough
appearance, and to obviate this they afterwards receive on
the outside a coat ox cement, the inside being plastered in
the usual manner.

54
Each house had a kitchen and a parlour on the ground floor and

a pantry extending to the rear. The first floor which contained

two rooms was reached by a timber staircase, leading from a passage

inside the back door. A specific feature of these houses was their

'ornate chimney stacks'. An interesting factor in the construction
55

was that concrete was used throughout. A high concrete wall was

erected behind the terrace, against which concrete ashpits, privies

and coal houses were built. The method of construction was enterpri-

56
sing but it proved to be expensive and no more were built.

57
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plate 85 Corcraticx 	 ce, Broarihill
rta1 clad colliery cottages, prior to

plate 86 Corcnaticn Terrace, Rroathill
rtal clad colliery cottages, with brick
party walls in the course of derrolitia1
Photographed in about 15O
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Coronation Terrace, Broornhill
ta clad colliery cottages, with brick

party walls in the course of demolition
D-rHr	 r	 l,em- 1 Ocr)

Plate 85 Coronaticri Terrace, Brrnhil1
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FLOORS
GROUND FLOORS

Many early cottages were built with the ground floor below ground

level. These were sometimes referred to as 'cellar dwellings'.

Examples were to be found at Spennymoor; a group of cottages in

Back Thomas Street was the subject of complaints for several years

before the local board finally had it closed as unfit for habitation.
58

In September 1874 the Medical Officer of Health reported that these

dwellings were unfit for habitation 'being built below the surface

of the adjoining street by several feet.	 Both floors and walls

were constantly damp'.
59

The earliest references to 'floor finish' describe 'beaten earth

floor' in some cottages at Coxhoe in 1841, and at Murton lime and

gravel was used. The 1854 specification for the Stella Coal Company
61

stated:

Flagging

Kitchen	 Good stone, well dressed and squared, not
less than 3" thick. Painted with mortar
and laid on clean sand or ashes 4" thick
with a covering of broken stones 6" thick
beneath the sand or ashes.

Pantries, Privies	 Flat bricks, laid on a foundation as above.
Coal Houses

Front Door A flag-stone in front 4'O" x 2'O" steps
at the doors to suit the inequalities of
the ground.62

The specification for the houses at Seaton Delaval Colliery made

no reference to floors, one must therefore assume that these cottages

had earth floors.
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The 1864 specification for the 52 cottages at Hedgefield read:-

Flagging The downstairs rooms of the cottages are to be
flagged with good hand stone flags (the face of
the flags to be parallel with the strata or natural
bed of stone as found in the quarry) to be well
dressed and squared and not to be less than 3"
thick.

The pantries privies and coal houses to be flagged
with Johnsons common Fire clay flat bricks, the
whole to be laid on clean sand 4" thick beneath
which is to be properly laid a covering of broken
stones.

The flagging to be properly squared with chiselled
face and joints and jointed with mortar. A proper
flag stone 4 feet by 2 feet to be laid in front
of each door with requisite steps to be put in
at each door to suit the inequality of the ground.

In the copy of Mr. March's tender for these cottages dated May

5th 1864 these items were priced at

To 1519 yds of Flagging © 3/10 = £29l/2/lOd
To 334 yds of flatbrick paving © 1/4 = £22/5/4d.

This was & substantial portion of the total cost for 52 cottages

which was £2727/8/5d or £52/14/5d a cottage. Dr Hunter's observations

on the Stella Coal Company cottages which were examined by him

in 1865 were that the stone flagged floors were somewhat superior

in quality to those of other miners cottages of the same dates.

'Quarrels' or 'quarries' thick red square tiles were often used

for the kitchen floor. Both bricks and quarry tiles tended to

wear unevenly allowing water and earth to work upwards through

the simple butt joints making the floor dangerous and damp. By

1850 suspended timber floors were laid in the front downstairs

rooms at Leasingthorne and from approximately the 1870's concrete

was used increasingly for kitchen floors.
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FIRST FLOOR

Reference has already been made to George Parkinson's description

of a cottage at Lambton which was converted to a chapel. In his

description of an early prayer meeting in a pitman's cottage he

noted:

The flooring boards of the loft were laid upon the joists.

The host, sure that the house would be full, took up every
third board in the loft, and on the two remaining planks he
placed forms, so that those upstairs could hear, though they
could not see.65

The use of this flooring technique may have explanations other

than in the parsimony of the colliery owners.

Speculation has been made that the loose floor boards in miner's

cottages facilitated the movement of bedroom furniture.	 However,

it appears that fairly large trap doors were common, facilitating

the movement of large objects. Trap doors in the Stella Coal Company

specification were described as 4' 6" x 2' 9".

The evidence is fairly conclusive that floor boards were not fixed

in the first instance for simply good building practice. The follow-

ing clause in the 1864 specification for cottages at Hedgefield

supports this hypothesis:

Flooring The flooring of the bedrooms to be laid with the
best white wood deals properly planed on both sides,
which are to be lY4" thick and to be well jointed.
The deals are not to exceed 7 inches in breadth
and to be well dried and seasoned before being tempora-
rily laid down. The whole of the flooring to be
taken up again at the end of six months after their
being first laid down when they are to be properly
relaid (and rejointed if necessary) and to be left
in perfect good order.

The whole to be well nailed down with suitable and
approved flooring nails.

66
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This was sound building practice reducing the likelLhood of shrinkage

or twisting in the boards.	 The earlier specifications have no

clause to this effect.

Floorboards were eventually fixed and joists left bare. The practice

developed of under drawing them with brown paper and covering that

with decorative wall paper. 	 This would have stopped dust falling

through to the ground floor. 	 An interior photograph of 1907 at

Marley Hill shows the ground floor room with papered joists, Plate

88.
67
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STEP LADDER TO STAIRCASE

Late nineteenth century colliery cottages of the Great Northern

Coalfield had access to the first floor by a step ladder. In the

1854 Stella Coal Company specification of the cottages at Barmoor

the step ladder was described as:

22 1! overall width opening in the flooring
at the top of the ladder to be 4'6" long
by 2'9" wide.

Sides American or memel deal 7" by iY"
steps iY2" thick

68

In this description there was no mention of a trap door only the

size of the opening. However by the 1864 specification the following

clause was added:

The opening in the flooring at the top
of the ladder to be 4'6" long by 2' 9"
wide - a good trap door to be put in the
ceiling of every room.

69

In 1907 Dr J. Wilson wrote of Long Row, Haswell:

The houses were of the back to back kind. There were two rooms,
the kitchen and the room upstairs, with a straight up ladder
as the mode of reaching it. 70

Photographs of the same date, the back to back cottages at Marley

Hill, Plate 87 and 88, show the two rooms of the miners cottage.
71

The downstairs served as a living room, dining room and bedroom,

and the upstairs	 was a bedroom. The ground floor photograph

shows clearly the vertical ladder. 	 The descriptions contained

in the specifications were of 'open tread' ladders, however the

photograph of 1907 shows a boxed in ladder. 	 It appears that the

open step ladders were covered by fixing boards behind the treads

and following the line of the stringers.

The recollections of an 82 year old retired colliery blacksmith

of Mains forth, Albert Flatman ) draw to ones attention the dangers

of these stairs which had an unprotected opening in the floor.

72
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Plate 87	 rley Hill Colliery
Interior of the first floor hedrocnt
Photographed in 1q07

L. Thmbul 1 and S. Wanad
Hare Sweet Hare, A Look at Housing in the
North East frau 180() to 1977

Plate 88 Marley Hill Colliery
Interior of the ground floor roan,
which served as a living roan, dining roan
and bedroan.
Note the ladder access to first floor
Photographed in 1Q07

L. Turnbull and S. Wauadc
Hare Sweet Hare, A Look at Housing in the
North East fran 1800 to 1Q77
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Plate 87	 rlev Hill Colliery

I .	

Interior of the first floor hedroan
_____	 Photographed in l07

4 /	
L. Thb 1 and S. Wdc
Hare Sweet Hare, Look at Housing in the
North East frar 1800 to 1977

;- I

Plate 88 Marley Hill Colliery
Interior of the ground floor room,
which served as a living roan, dining roan
and bedroom.
Note the ladder access to first floor
Photographed in l07

L. Thrnbull and . Wanadc
Hare Sweet Hare, A look at Housinq in the
North East from 1800 to 1077
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WINDOWS

In considering windows J.Y.E. Seeley stated that the usual size

of a ground floor window in 1870 was 3'O'53'O.! .tT.B.McKay ii his book
74

on Building Construction shows his standard horizontal sliding

sash window in an opening 3'6" x 3'8". However from evidence collect-
75

ed in this thesis, it would appear that ground floor windows were

generally larger than this. Referring to the Stella Coal Company

cottages the windows to the ground floor were vertical sliding

sashes of 5' 6" high by 3' 6" side, with sixteen small panes measuring

approximately 15" high and 10" wide or eighteen small panes approxima-

tely 12" x 12". As has been noted elsewhere the standards of the

76
Stella Coal Company appear to have been fairly generous, but there

is no evidence to support the argument that windows generally were

substantially smaller than those of the Stella Coal Company cottages.

HORIZONTAL SLIDING SASH
YORKSHIRE LIGHT

As with other details of construction the windows to be found in

the colliery cottages of the Great Northern Coalfield were particular

to the area.	 Many of the early windows were horizontal sliding

sashes termed 'Yorkshire lights'. There are many photographs of

cottages with windows of this type. The colliery cottages at Kibbles-

worth are shown with horizontal sliding sash windows at ground

and first floor level, Plate 89. 	 The estimated sizes correspond
77

with the standard window sizes.	 These windows were built into

the stone walls, with stone lintols and cills. A further example

is seen in the 1924 photograph of the Prince of Wales later Edward

VIII visiting some single storey cottages which were thought to

be at Seaton Burn, Plate 90.
78
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3' 6"

3' 8"

3' 6"

5' 6"

Plate 89 The Square, Kihblesworth
Mary Mdillan with her children Jc and Daisy.
Porizaita1 sliding sash windo,.rs
Grotrid floor windci larger than first floor
Estimated sizes correspaid with standard
wind.i sizes

R. Dixcri, E. I'kMillan and L. Thrnbull
Changing Kibblesworth
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Plate 89 The square, Kibblesworth
Mary Md'illan with her children Jce and Daisy.
Horizaital sliding sash windc'is
Groid floor windcy z larger than first floor
Estimated sizes correspaid with standard
wiri	 sizes

R. Di xa-i, E. tkMi 1 lan and L. Tumbu 11
Changing Kibblesworth
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Plate 90 Seata Burn
Prince of Wales, later Edward Viii visiting
single storey colliery cottas i24
Horizcxta1 sliding sasl-i windo.i

Northurrberland Yesteryear, edited by Robin Card
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Plate 90 Seatcxi Burn
Prince of Wales, later Edward Viii visiting
single storey colliery cottaces 1q24
Porizcxtal sliding sast windo.,

Northi.nber1and Yesteryear, edited by Rohin Gard
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The Stella Coal Company appear to have used horizontal sliding

sash windows at first floor level and vertical sliding sash windows

at ground floor level. Figure 27. The description contained in

the Stella Coal Company specification does not describe the first

floor windows as Yorkshire or horizontal sliding sashes.

The windows to the upper rooms to be
made of memel timber with solid frames
3Y2" x 3" and to be made to slide.79

Figure 101 shows a detail drawing of a horizontal sliding sash

window built into a stone wall as illustrated in Plates 89 and

90. It consists of a fixed light and a sliding sash. The detail

section shows the method used for allowing movement of the sash.

A runner, an oak bead with a rounded edge was let into the window

and ran right the way across the window opening. A slightly wider

groove was formed in the lower edge of the bottom rail of the sash.

The head of the frame was rebated along its length to take the

top rail of the sliding sash. The sash was held in position by

a bead running all the way round the inside of the frame. Weatherpr-

oofirig was achieved by a bead let into the jamb which engaged in

a groove in the stile, and by rebating the stiles of the fixed

light and the sliding sash.	 Security was achieved by a simple

barrel bolt securing the horizontal sliding sash.
80

These windows were in common use throughout the region in the 18506r

to l900.	 Later examples show horizontal sliding sash windows

set into brick built colliery cottages. 	 However, the window type
81

had certain disadvantages, in particular the sliding section tended

to jamb, despite a clearance of about 1/16" to allow free movement.

It is also said that the appearance of the window is
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marred on account of the 'sight lines' not being continuous,
as the top and bottom rails of the sliding sash are not present
in the fixed light; this causes each pair of panes in the fixed
light to be of three different heights.

82
As th.e horizontal sliding sash windows deteriorate with age, seldom

are they replaced with windows to match the existing because of

the problems with the design. A few examples remain in the area.

VERTICAL SLIDING SASH

Vertical sliding sash windows were in common use throughout the

country during the period of study. This category of window was

described by W.B. McKay in his work on Building Construction as

being.

most effective in excluding rain and draughts and are superior
to the ordinary casement windows for exposed positions.

83
It appears to have been fairly common practice to use vertical

sliding sash windows and horizontal sliding windows in the same

dwelling.	 For example in the Stella Coal Company specification

of 1864 for the cottages at Hedgefield, the first floor windows

were horizontal sliding sash windows and the ground floor vertical

sashes.

The downstairs windows to be made of Memel timber. The sashes
to be 2 inches thick, to be double hung, with metal faced pulleys
and each to have a good strong fastner. The whole of the kitchen
windows to be hung with patent sash cord and cast iron weights
—proper window cills to all windows.

84

Rather than a detailed description of this familiar type of window,

examination has been limited to elements mentioned in the detailed

specification. The object of the 'weights' described is to counterbal

ance the weight of the sashes.

These weights were cast iron weights, 1Y2" in diameter and of
varying length in accordance with their weights; thus, a 51b
weight is about 12" long. The top of each weight is holed
to receive the end of the cord.

85
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3' 9"

I
2' 3"

Plate 9i Winlatai
Washing day
Vertical sliding sash windcsq
Estimated sizes corresperid with standard
windcw sizes

L. Thmbull and S. Wartack
Horre eet PaTe, A Look at Pousing in the
North East frau 1800 to 1977
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Plate 9i Winlaton
Washing day
Vertical slithng sash windi
Estirrted sizes correspond with standard
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L. Tumbull and S. Wcrnack
Hone sweet Pane, A Look at Pousing in the
North East frci im to 1°77
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SKYLIGHT

The provision of daylight to first floor rooms was achieved in

a variety of ways. Where conventional windows were used, the first

floor window tended to be smaller than the ground floor window,

Plate 89. Where the first floor accommodation was either totally

or partially in the roof space, the window internally was at floor

level and often skylights were introduced, Plate 87. In some instan-

ces skylights were the only form of light and ventilation to attic

rooms.	 Plate 23 shows small 'top hung' opening out rooflights

in the cottages at Old Benton Square, Longbenton. 	 The size of

the skylights varied; the dimensions given in the Medical Inspectors

Report on Marley Hill were L' 8" long by 1' 2" wide. In some instances
88

the skylights were fixed ) so preventing adequate ventilation to

first floor rooms. Roof lights were difficult to fit in a weather

tight manner particularly in a clay pantile roof.

Other cottages, for example those at Frances Street Eppleton Colliery,

Figure 48; New Moor Cottages, Evenwood Gate, Figure 52 and at Gurney

Valley) Figure 46 and Plate 49, had their attic rooms lit by dormer

windows. In some cases the dormer windows were an integral part

of the original design, in other cases the dormers were added at

a later date in order to improve light, ventilation and habitable

area at first floor level.

PANTRY WINDOW

The pantry window is a further example of a building construction

detail particular to the Northern Region Plate 92 shows a typical

pantry window which has been reconstructed in colliery cottages

at Beamish Open Air Museum.	 The window detail has glass at the
89

top giving light, and sliding timber louvres below providing good

ventilation and security.
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Plate 92 Peccristructicri of Francis Street at
Beainish Cpen Air seum
Pantry Windc.r , glass at the top and
sliding tinter louvres be1.,

Photograph by H. Diana BrG4n July 1°86
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Plate 92 Peccnstructiax of Francis Street at
Beamish Open Air iseum
Pantry Windc.r, glass at the top and
sliding tinter louvres be1cz

Photograph by H. Diana Brn July l°8
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The Stella Coal Company specifications of 1854 and 1864 describe

the pantry window in similar terms.

Pantry	 Memel timber.	 Solid frames 3" x 2" with
a transome across for glass above and a moveable
trellis below. Angle beading.

90
The Seaton Delaval Colliery specification of 1858.

Pantry windows to have a two third slide trellis
with a row of glass panes at the top.

91

This window detail has survived to the 1980s and many examples

can be found in the North East of England.

WINDOW SHUTTERS

Unlike the special pantry window detail which is still evident,

it is generally forgotten that most colliery cottages were originally

built with shutters at the windows. The shutters were only on

ground floor windows and were fastened back against the house wall

during the day and closed at night. A native of Causey remembered

that in his village the shutters were often painted on one side

only - the side which could be seen only during the daylight hours!

He further recalled that by taO only the older people continued

to use the shutters, but some were brought back into use with the

blackouts of the Second World War.	 After that brief revival they

seem to have completely disappeared. 	 A delightful photograph of
92

houses at Clara Vale in 1915 shows shutters at all the ground floor

windows, Plate 93.

The Stella Coal Company specifications of 1854 and 1864, and the

Seaton Delaval Colliery specification, all describe the window shutters

which were therefore part of the initial design of the cottages

and not an afterthought. The Stella Coal Companys specification

stated.
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Window Shutters	 Battened, outside window shutters for kitchen
windows.

/" American deal. Hinges and Fasteners.
93

Seaton Delaval Colliery Specification of 1858.

the whole of the windows on the ground floors to
have a 3/'batten shutters.	 Feathered and
grooved, beaded and hung with 18" T bands,
bolts and cotters and all to have a
slide.

5'59



Plate 93 Clifford 'Irrac, Craicrook
Shutters a-i the ground floor winds
Photographed in about 1915

Blanch Greener, 4, West View, Clara Vale
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Plate 93 Clifford 'Ièrrace, Cravcrook
Shutters a-i the ground floor winds
Photraphed in about 1915

Blanch Greener, 4, West View, Clara Vale
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DOORS

The doors described in the Stella Coal Companys specifications

of 1854 and 1864 were a simple specification of vertical boards

or battens with no mention of braces.

Doors	 1"American deal, battened and hung on
Kitchen	 memel frames.

4Y" x 3" Angle beading

Strong T hinges and screws. Stock lock with
Norfolk latch and barrel bolt.

Pantry and Closet	 34t1 American deal, battened, hung on American
or memel frames 3" x 2Y2"
Angle beading, T hinges and Norfolk latch
for each.

Coal Houses and Privies 34t American deal, battened, hung on frames
3" x 2Y2" Angle beading, Norfolk latch
for each.

95

A ledged and battened door consisted of vertical battens which

were secured to horizontal pieces called ledges, Figure 102. 	 The

1" boards varied in width from 4" to 7". The method used to hang

the door was a Tee hinge; a wrought iron strap pivoted to a metal

plate. The knuckle of the hinge was a pin, round which two sections

of the plate and the end of the strap were bent. The ironmongery

specified, was a Norfolk latch, more commonly known as a Thumb

latch, which consisted of a back plate with handle and pivoted

sneck and a keeper through which a fall bar passed to engage in

a stop.	 A barrel bolt for a ledged and battened door consisted

of a plate screwed to the inside of the door and the bolt engaged

in a metal socket fixed to the door frame.

A common defect with ledged and battened doors, was that they tended

to 'droop at the nose'. This led to the development of the ledged
96

braced and battened door and eventually the framed ledged braced

and battened door. The braces and eventually the frame increased

the general rigidity of the door, the braces inclined upwards from

the hanging edge, counteracting the tendancy of the doors to droop

at the edge.
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Examples or colliery cottages with special door details have been

identified. Many of the cottages had half doors or stable doors.

Plate 43 shows an example of a half door where a weather board

fixed to the bottom rail of the door helped to throw the rainwater

clear. The doors in some cottages at Causey were also detailed

in such a way that they attempted to cope with varying weather

conditions.	 The detail combined the half door with a conventional

door. When the weather was unpleasant or the occupant wished to

secure the house the conventional internally opening door was closed.

However, if he wished to spend a warm evening in conversation with

his neighbours he could open the conventional door inwards and

unfaste the bottom half of a half door from outside and use it

to partly fill the door space.

In the early colliery cottages very little distinction was made

between front doors and back doors. This was probably largely

due to the fact that many early dwellings were back to back or

blind backed and therefore had only one external door. It was

this single factor which appears to have been the major criticism

of window and door design. The lack of ventilation was a major

contributory factor to the decay of the fabric of the dwelling

and health of the occupants themselves. Referring to the cottages

at Springwell Colliery

the fifty houses at the Mount were damp and suffered from dry
and wet rot. None of these houses had back doors or windows,
the back wall hung blank and made of loose stones.

98
At Wardlej' 'many houses had no back doors or through ventilation

The problem lay not in the detail design but far more in the lack

of provision of windows and doors.
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INTERIOR

In recent years it has become 'fashionable' to record aspects of

the 'Geordie way of life' and there are many descriptions of the

interiors of miners cottages. The main research work has been

undertaken by Beamish Open Air Museum where a row of Colliery cottages

have been re-constructed and furnished internally to represent

interior decoration and furnishing at different dates. The following

description does not describe how the interior of the cottage changed

through the period of study but attempts to establish a general

impression of the quality of life.

Previous sections of this study have shown that vrcrowding was

the main problem in the colliery village of the late nineteenth

century. It was quite common to find a pit man, his wife and large

family occupying a single room averaging 15 feet square. However,

despite this all the descriptions of interiors have been favourable.

In 1840 John R. Leifchild's comment was:

There is a very remarkable dissimilarity between the furniture
and the cottages themselves, especially in the old collieries.
So great a contrast could not, I think be elsewhere observed
amongst any class. Amongst several hundreds of pitmen's houses
which I visited, there were few that did not exhibit this cont-
rast. I allude to the comparatively showy and costly character
of the furniture of the cottages. An eight-day clock, a good
chest of drawers, and a fine four-post bedstead - the last
two often of mahogany and sometimes of a very superior kind,
were to be commonly observed. A newly-married couple consider
these things as indispensable, and will begin life by a debt
for these, which will be paid for by instalments, and of course
dearly paid for. 1

THE KITCHEN

Life in a colliery cottage centred around the fireplace; eating,

cooking and washing. The fireplace and mantleshelf served as the
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focal point of the room.

The door to the immediate right led to the kitchen and the
first thing that caught your eye when you opened the door was
the huge kitchen range which occupied slightly more than half
of the opposite wall. It was a symphony of shiningblack, matt
white, silver grey and burnished brass.

2
About the fire was the high mantel shelf with a brass rod fastened

underneath; the rod was used for hanging clothes on to air. 	 The

shelf itself was sometimes trimmed with tassels or bobbles.	 On

the shelf would be arranged symmetrically pairs of candlesticks,

Vases, pot animals, and often tea caddies at either end, Plate

94.

A black kettle sang almost permanently on the hob. On the
right of the fire was the small set pot for hot water and,
on the left, the circular oven with its drop down door.

Below the fire was the kettle, the tidy, the kettlestand, the fender

and the fire-irons.	 In front of the fire a 'hookie' or 'dippy'
4	 5

mat was placed.	 The family bathed in front of the fire using a

zinc tub, which was kept hanging by the back door. 	 At one side

of the fire would be a low wooden stool or 'cracket'. This was
6

used when washing the family and for children to sit on, if no other

seats were available.

Cooking on the black leaded kitchen range went on throughout the

day and night as the men came home for their meals at different

times. All kitchens had one table; some had two, which were arranged

with one in the centre of the kitchen and one against the window.

Many kitchen tables were covered with a heavy table cloth, complete

with a fringe. Where there were two tables the one in the centre

was bare or covered with an oil cloth and was used as a work surface

and the table under the window was covered with the 'best' tablecloth

and had a vase or oillamp standing on it.
7
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Plate 94 Fireplace with cylinder oven
Note the brass candlesticks cn the inantlepiece
and the tea caddies cn either end. The brass rail
is for drying clothes cn and at the right hand side
is a shoe horn and buttcn hook. Eelcw is the oven,
the fire and the set pot for keeping things wanti.
On the floor are the kettle, the tidy, the kettles tand,
the fender, the tcxigs and the pokers.

L. 'fl.irribull and S. Wcinack
Haie sweet Haie, A Look at Housing in the 	 571
North East fran 1800 to 1q77
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Seating was obviously a problem for the larger families, a couch

would have taken up too much room and seated too few people. It

was common to find a timber form, next to the fireplace covered

with a single long cushion. There were also usually two to four

plain dining room chairs and sometimes a mahogany rocking chair

in front of the fire.

Two more pieces of furniture would complete the typical arrange-
ment. A press would stand against a wall and hold china and
ornaments etc. in the glass doored top, while clothes, bedding
and linen would be kept in the drawers underneath. Sometimes,
depending upon the sleeping arrangements, a dess bed would
be found in place of the press.

8
The Bainbridges catalogue of the period, illustrated typical examples

of the kitchen press and the'Dess' or Desk Bed. Figure 103 and
9

104.

The furniture of the time lasted for several generations and there

was very little variation between different houses in terms of

furnishing content. Apart from the basic items described by Leifchild

the home would have contained little more than the bare necessities

of life. Many items were home made, the research carried out at

Beamish lists a random selection of items:

hookie or dippy mat , pokers, coal rakes, hooks, wooden candle-
sticks, trims for the fireplace, quilts, wash stands (in the
yard) brass ornaments, tatie baster, mat frames, socks, curtains,
crocheted work, shelves, tables,

10
Many of the clothes were home made and a treadle sewing machine

was kept in many kitchens.

Inside the cupboards items such as flat irons, sewing boxes, poss

sticks1 mangles, work clothes were kept and on the window sills

potted geraniums which were a very popular plant. Hanging on

the walls in kitchen and throughout the cottage would be a few

paintings or prints, photographs, mirrors and 'picture' engraved

mirrors.
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The staircase, often open to the kitchen, was coverd with either

a bought stair-carpet held in place with brass stair rods or in

some cottages a long home made dippy mat might be made to serve

the purpose of the stair carpet, but left bare wood at either side.

The kitchen had a 'quarried' floor with no skirting boards. The
11

walls were covered with flowered wall paper and the ceilings were

often whitewashed; the timber work was usually painted cream.

At the window there was either a roller blind of cream linen or

off white, lace curtains.	 A long heavy curtain hung inside the

door to stop draughts. 	 There was no gas, no electricity and an

oil lamp hung from the centre of the ceiling.

Many kitchens had brick built pantries added at a later date. The

floor was paved with quarries and the walls and ceiling were white-

washed. Shelves around the walls held all the crockery, cutlery,

and provisions. A 'shelf' on the floor held the pots and pans,

this was simply a plank of wood on bricks. There was only one

cold water tap with no sink. A bucket or earthenware dish stood

underneath this tap on the floor to collect the drips. In one corner

would stand the wooden flour bin.

THE PARLOUR

If there was a second room on the ground floor this was normally

used for special occasions or as a bedroom, and often served as

both. The fireplace was of the same style as in the kitchen but

was seldom lit. The fire irons and 'Tidy Betty' in this room were
12

seen more as ornaments. At the fireside a hookie mat would be flanked

by two mahogony chairs with a matching couch in the middle of the
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room facing the fire. On the window side of the fireplace there

was often an organ or sometimes a tiano and stool. At the other

side, a wardrobe or dess bed or grandfather clock.	 A standing

oil lamp would have been used for lighting the parlour. 	 In one

of the corners on the fireplace wall a triangular set of shelves

was often fitted; these were called an 'odd and end'.
13

The parlour sometimes had a double four poster bed against the

staircase. A straw mattress rested on wooden laths and a feather

bed placed on top of it. 	 A canopy would stretch from the top to

the bottom and the curtains could be drawn up to the poles. This

form of bed was a development of the earlier bed which was built

under the staircase, Figure 100. The pillowcase and sheets were

of white linen and there was often a homemade patchwork quilt.

At the side of the bed would be a hookie mat and a decorated chamber

pot discreetly in evidence.

The floor was timber boards, on which was a large square carpet.

This covered most of the floor, leaving a border of floor boards,

with no skirting boards. The window walls and ceiling were treated

in much the same way as that in the kitchen. On the walls around

the room were often many family photographs religious or patriotic

prints and mirrors i fl heavy gilt or brass frames, Plate 88.

THE UPSTAIRS

The upstairs rooms had timber boarded floors, wall papered walls

and whitewash ceilings. Curtains hung at the windows or dormer

windows and sometimes cream linenblinds as well. Hookie mats were

used on the floor.
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Where there were two or more bedrooms the largest usually had two

sometimes three beds, in combinations of singles and doubles. The

beds were of brass or plain iron bedsteads. Straw or flock mattresses

were used with blankets and home-made quilts, linen sheets arid

pillowcases. Sometimes there was a wardrobe or a chest of drawers

or a linen blanket chest; bccasionally a dressing table or a marble

topped wash stand with jug and bowl and small accessories. Usually

there was a dining room chair at the head of each, or nearly every

bed and a chamber pot somewhere. The smaller of the two bedrooms

generally contained less furniture. However the room was furnished

in the same style as the larger room. Sometimes these rooms had

a window or dormer light, sometimes a simple sky light, or a combina-

tion of both, Plate 87.

The atmosphere inside the colliery cottage can only truly be described

in the recollections of the colliery families.

My dad worked in the colliery and we lived in a normal sized
four roomed colliery house. The sitting room, kitchen, two
bedrooms and a small kitchenette with a tap on the wall and
everywhere homemade mats on the floor,	 we often used to have
a pig lying on the pantry floor. We used to kill our own pigs
of course and we used to cure them. We used to go to the store'
and get a big block of salt and would rub the salt into the
pig (into the various joints, cover it with salt) and it would
lie six weeks. T hen you turned it over and you did the same
with the other side.	 Then it was cured and ready for eating.
We used to have legs of ham, and we used to hang them from
the big hooks in the ceiling.

My mother used to have a big round frying pan. It used to
take the whole fireplace up - the old fashioned fireplace.
And she'd fry big slices of beef. We used to get the old stotty
cake out and dip our bread in the juice. There used to be
flakes of brown meat on the bottom of the pan- dip your stotty
cake in them and the grease used to be running down your chin.
There used to be a pot at the side of the old fireplace and
we used to half fill it with broth, leek soup, turnips and
carrots and potatoes and peas. A piece of ham hoyed in. That
was out house.

14
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Overall, the impression generated is one of simple yet well furnished

homes. In describing the house of his childhood,Parkinson recalls,

Everything tough, rough and course was made spotlessly clean.
The fireplace, bright with polished fire irons and a glowing
blaze shone welcome.

15
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LAYOUT

Early coal mining on the Great Northern Coalfield developed in

agricultural villages and the miners were part time agricultural

workers.	 The homes of the miners were those of the farm worker

so the rural North East of the seventeenth century was the model

for both the earliest miner's dwellings and their village settlements.

The layout of these early settlements was often based round a village

green.	 Sometimes the settlements were squares - in other examples

the layout was very random, and some villages developed as groups

of very small settlements almost separate hamlets.
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OLD AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENTS

AGRICULTURAL AND MINING WORKERS

WEST AUCKLAND NZ 180263

The agricultural village of West Auckland with its eighteenth century

buildings grouped around the village green changed dramatically

with the arset of mining in the 18405 The settlement consisted

of a variety of buildings of differing ages some old buildings

were converted into housing, while much of the new housing was

of a poor quality from the beginning. The majority of the colliery

housing was at the Eastern End of the Green, some of which was

stone built and blind backed.
2

KIBBLESWORTH NZ 245566

Kibblesworth, is a further example of an old agricultural village

altered by mining but which retained some of its original character,

Maps 19 and 20. The Newcastle Weekly Chronicle's reporter in his

article on Our Colliery Villages of 1874 described one end of the

village as

a huge square of genuine old tumbel-downs. Here are some scores
of dwellings of the piggery style of architecture, enclosing
what is fortunately a very extensive area. . . The houses are
in good repair externally and some of them are not unpleasant
to rest in, though few of them can be pronounced eligible places
of residence.3

There were also in the village three newer rows of stone built

cottages with low pitched pantiled roofs.
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The Square at Spout purn
Plate 89

Kibblesworth Old Hall
Plate 330

Map 19 Kibblesworth
Map Reference NZ 245566
Ordnance Survey 1st Editia-i 1857

Nucleus of the agdcultural village was the Hall
and the two farms near the original Plough Inn.
The colliery was sate distance aiay and the first
colliery houses were clustered around the pit.
After 1842 The Square, Spout Burn and Bar-ack
Terrace re built.
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The Square at Spout Rum
Plate 8

Kibblesworth Old Hall
Plate 330

Map 20 Kibblesworth
tvrap Reference N? 245566
Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition 18°6

Additional accaTinodation for the miners provided
with the building of three newer ris of cottages.
Causey Rci in 1862 and shortly after High RCM

and L Rcw.
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SETTLEMENTS WITH AGRICULTURAL ORIGINS

WHICH DEVELOPED INTO MINING COMMUNITIES

THE CRAMLINGTONS

CRAMLINGTON VILLAGE NZ 265770

Crainlingtori village was originally an agricultural settlement and

most of the housing was first built for farm workers. By the l87O

however it housed the overflow from the two nearby collieries,

the new rows of cottages being added in a fa:irly random way. The

village also had several farm houses still in use.
4

WEST CRAMLINGTON NZ 275760

West Cranilington belonged to the Backworth Colliery Company. It

was a small pit, which was sunk in 1839 employing only 130 people.

By 1881 the population of West Cramlington was 811, less than East

Crainlington but more than Cramlington Village.
5

EAST CRAMLINGTON NZ 280761

East Cramlington was a general term used to refer to two groups

0f dwellings about half a mile apart, attached to the High and

Low pits of the Cramlington Colliery. Both parts of the village

had populations of over a thousand in 1881 more than any other

village within the Cramlington Local Board area.

In 1873 the housing at East Cramlington was reported as being old,

and in poor condition. 	 Several of the rows were back to back

including the Old Stone Row. These houses appear to have been

of a reasonable standard for the day having two or three rooms,

but they had since been split into one room units to accommodate

the rapid growth in population. 	 There were many Wood Rows ,a

New Stone Row, a High Pit Row also containing back to back houses,

and others, all recorded as being of a poor standard. On the hillside
6
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facing south west across the pit heap were a few houses, inhabited

by colliery officials and the policeman ) which were of a somewhat

better quality than the rest of the village. The Cramlingtons

were a group of villages of fairly random development and a poor

standard of housing stock, predominantly occupied by mining familes

in the 1870$

BUTTERKNOWLE NZ 109256

Butterknowle was one of the villages situated on the south western

periphery of the Great Northern Coalfield . The settlement was

of pre-industrial date and coal had been worked in the area since

before 1828; that is before the development of the larger mines

around Bishop Auckland in the middle of the nineteenth century

The village consisted of groups of scattered houses, almost separate

hamlets, known as Low Howle, Low Wham, The Slack and Mourning Close.

These were groups of stone cottages with pantile or slate roofs.

A system had developed, where miners would build a cottage or

two, sell them to the coal company and buy more land with the proc-

eeds. How such a system developed has not been traced. Some of

the cottages were in fact small farmsteads, the men combining mining

with a little agriculture. In the 1860 a few rows of miners cottages

were added to the settlement.
8
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COLLIERY SETTLEMENTS

THE SQUARE

The examples of villages so far considered have all had agricultural

origins, howe',the early colliery villages reflect a similar settle-

ment pattern, although in different geo'aphical locations. The

pit shafts were sunk in relation to the coal seam and the colliery

settlement grew up around the pit shaft. 	 The location of these

shafts was often isolated and remote from other communities. The

higher ground offered a greater range of coal seams and so, unlike

the agricultural settlements which were generally built in the

sheltered lowlands, the colliery villages were built on exposed

hill sides.

The severity of the climate in the North East was contributary

to the isolation of the village ; many were cut off from the outside

world for three months of the year. These factors were possibily

influential in the development of the pitmens strength of community

spirit.

Th early colliery villages were scattered settlements of small

squares or rows not dissimilér to those of the agricultural villages

of the region. The colliery village however, varied in that it

had more restrictions on its growth than a rural agricultural village.

The colliery company as well as acquiring the mineral rights, would

usually either purchase or lease the surface of the land to use

for housing. The peculiarities of the agricultural village plan

resulted from the conditions of the acquisition of the land from

its former agricultural use, reflecting earlier field patterns or

old lanes, with rights of way preserved. 	 The attitudes of the coal
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owners, which were really financial considerations affected the

colliery village plan.

The scattered settlement pattern was associated with an economy

based on numerous small pits. 	 Each working provided employment

for only a small population arid houses were accordingly built in

small groups to accommodate the workforce. 	 The period for which

the working continued, was relatively short lived and so as one

pit closed the miners walked to the next pit nearby.

The workings resulted in a settlement pattern reflecting the scattered

nature of the coal deposits.	 Many of these random settlements

were based on squares, derived from the agricultural village.

The form of the square of the early colliery villages was a misnomer

as the term covered a great variety of shapes and sizes but they

achieved enclosure by grouping the cottages in some form. There

were some settlements which were a regular shape, Cowpen Square

was rectangular in form, Map 21.Others were irregular and rhomboidal

shaped, for example Holywell Square, Map 22.	 Many were enclosed

on only three sides for example Wapping and Benton Square, Map

7. There were examples which had three sides and enclosed a triangular

space and further examples had only two sides being L shaped.

In most cases the fronts of the houses would face into the square

with the pantries built onto the back giving a castellated outer

periphery.	 This was not always the case for example at Mickley

Square where the cottages were back to back and some therefore

looked into the square and some out, Map 24.	 At Cowpen Square
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Map 21 Cowpen Square
Map Reference NZ 30824
Ordnance Survey 2nd Editim 1895

A regular rectangular shaped square

Map 22 Holywell Square or Badcworth Square
Map Reference Nz 306725
Ordnance Survey 2nd Editicn 18q5

n irregular rhczthoidal shaped square
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one row looked in and the other side looked out. Some squares were

built so completely enclosed that they could only be entered through

houses, or by narrow passages, for example at Bus SquareWkdrington.

There the detail drawing shows another variation on the theme

where one cottage projects into the square, Figure 105.

The origins of these 'squares' or 'fads' lay in the farm squares

such as those of the Estates of Northumberland and the Borders.

The earliest of the colliery settlements based on the square tended

to be the smaller square, more reminiscent of the agricultural

farmstead in scale. There were often three or four of these squares

grouped together. The attraction of the square was probably not

only a familiar size and shape but its enclosure offered protectón

and shelter against the elements.

As the pits got deeper and mining operations moved eastwards so

the workforce and the life expectancy of the pit increased. The

once small scattered settlements grew into mining villages. Those

villages found in the later period in East Durham weremore compact,and

more widely spaced apart. The pit villages often grew up alongside

and yet independent, of, the older settlements and examples of borrowed

names are common:	 Shotton and Old Shotton, New Silksworth and

Old Silksworth, Wingate Grange and Old Wingate, Esh Winning and

Esh.

The examples of colliery settlements under detail consideration

have been grouped on the basis of their plan form. There are many

examples and some do not fall into a particular category.
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THE ENCLOSED SQUARE

COWPEN SQUARE NZ 309824

Rectangular in form, Cowpen Square was built in 1794 to house miners

of a small colliery then in operation nearby, Map 21. It was

described in the Newcastle Weekly Chronic	 of 1873 as a square

of cottages with one room at ground level and an unceiled loft

lit by a window 18" square. The lower room was floored with rough

brick and had a window 3' 0" square.g

SEGI-IILL NZ 290745

In 1871, Seghill was rather larger than the majority of villages

as it was comprised of more than three hundred houses which were

generally in a rather poor condition. Dr. F. W. Barry of the LG.B.

in his report on Tynemouth Registration District in August 1883

described the housing at Seghill as

of the older colliery type, small, damp, ill lighted, and ill
ventilated:

10

The majority of the houses were arranged round three or four squares.

The smallest of these were about fifty yards square, and the majority

of the houses faced into the squares. Each house had a kitchen

at ground level, fifteen or sixteen feet square, one window three

feet square, and an attic above reached by a perpendicular ladder.11

HETTON- LE-HOLE NZ 355475

LOW DOWNS SQUARE

HIGH DOWNS SQUARE

The pits at Hetton-le -Hole were sunk in 1822 and were the first

collieries on the Magnesium limestone escarpment. In Hetton-le-

Hole village and the two outlying settlements of High and Low Downs

the Hetton Coal Company owned about three hundred and fifty two
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houses. Low Downs Square was the oldest group of cottages and

was abandoned once, but it was re-occupied to cope with the rapid

population expansion connected with the boom of the late l86O.

The cottages were described by the Newcastle Weekly Chronicle's

reporter in the Our Colliery Villages articles as 'small and low'.

12
High Downs was also a square, consisting of some sixty houses

described as 'old and low'.

	

	 The main part of Hetton consisted
13

almost entirely of pit rows - a total of about two hundred houses.

BUS SQUARE, WIDDRINGTON COLLIERY

Bus Square, a group of thirteen cottages around an almost totally

enclosed square with two narrow access points. An unusual feature

of thisequare was the one dwelling which projected into the courtyard.

This example is included as a cotcp1ete set of drawings showing

plans sections and elevations, Figure 105. These drawings were

submitted to the Local Authority by the Widdrington Coal Company

in 1910 when the attics were ceiled and the cottages enlarged by

knocking two into one.

MICKLEY SQUARE NZ 075623

This compact square of one hundred and sixty houses provided accommoda-

tion for most of the men employed at Mickley Colliery, owned by

the Mickley Coal Company. 	 One cottage was described as consisting

on one room and a loft, and being overcrowded by a single family.
14	 15

As can be seen from the map on Figure 13,all the cottages were

back to backs looking both into and out of the square. Assuming

each dwelling housed on average five persons Mickley Square, accommod-

ated some eight hundred people in an area of approximately two

hundred and thirty yards square, or at a high density of seventy

two people per acre, in a totally rural area.	 Also of interest
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is the plan form, where one row of back to back cottages projects

as a peninsula , out into the square. A plan form identified elsew-

here on the Great Northern Coalfield for example at Bus Square

Widdrington. In plan form Mickley Square is almost a three sided

open square.

URPETH SQUARE NZ 2255545

Urpeth Colliery owned by Birtley Iron and Coal Company was situated

near Ouston. The oldest cottages:-

could not have been first class even in the bad days which
first saw them clagged together anyhow.	 They form a square
to the enclosed space of which there .is no access except rozg)
some of the houses, arid by one passage usually kept locked.

16
They were whitewashed externally and roofed in pantiles. 	 There

were no other houses at Urpeth Square, but between the square and

the Low Colliery there were four rows of six to eight houses each.
17
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THREE SIDED SQUARES

The plan forms of many of the squares on the Great Northern Coalfield

were not enclosed squares, but were three sided squares with one

side left open.

BACKWORTH SQUARE NZ 306725

Backworth Square also called West Holywell or Holywell Square was

originally built for the 1-lolywell Colliery. 	 The plan form was

rhomboidal shaped with the east side open, Map 22. The houses

varied, but were described as having a kitchen with an uneven brick

floor 6" or 8" below ground level and a door only five feet high

and an unceiled attic, the roof of which leaked.
18

EARSDON SQUARE NZ 310720

A square of some twenty three cottages enclosed on three sides

only with the fourth side open, Map 23. The houses here werlike

those at Backworth Square except that a few of them ere two stories

high, the upper room being reached by an external stone staircase. 19

BENTON SQUARE AND WAPPING SQUARE NZ 298700

These examples of three sided squares, Map 7 consisted of cottages

similar to those at Backworth with pantile roofs, Plate 23. Some

chimney flues were on the outside of the walls, and were not vertical

giving the square an eccentric or even picturesque appearance.20

BEWICK MAIN NZ 253562

Bewick Main Colliery was sunk in 1862 by the Birtley Iron and Coal

Company. The village consisted of a small square of three rows,

one of which were back to backs with panii'es on both sides of

the row 'as if both sides were backs'. There were cottages looking
21

both in and out of the square. The other rows were of the one up one
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Map 23 Earsdcn Square
Map Peference NZ 310720
Orc1nce Survey 2nd Edition 1895

A three sided square

Map 24 Fawdon Square
Map Reference NZ 225695
Orance Survey 2nd Edition 1895

A three sided triangular square
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down type.

OUSTON NZ 260545

The colliery at Ouston pre-dated 1854 and was sunk by the Birtley

Iron and Coal Company. 	 The oldest houses in the village formed

three sides of a square.	 The open side of the square was taken

up by an old farmhouse, the residence of the underviewer. 	 There
22

were a few otherwb±tewashed cottages and some new houses built

'on the best colliery pattern'.
23
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THREE SIDED TRIANGULAR SQUARES

FAWDON SQUARE NZ 225695

Some three sided squares were triangular in form, Map 24.

Fawdon Square is a triangle, containing within its three corners
much that is old, and rotten and dirty.

24
BURNHOPE NZ 192485

A small colliery at urnhope consisted entirely of the colliery

and its houses, seven hundred and seventy five feet high on an expos-

ed hillside,

a sort of triangular square enclosing a howling wilderness,
and no wonder it howls. Anybody, even if he wasn't a wilderness,
would howl if he were doomed to be hemmed in by such a racketty,
filthy, tumble-down old pitsties. These are wretched hovels.

25
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THE COMPOSITE SQUARE

The point at which the seminal 'square' plan form developed into

the 'composite square' is difficult to identify. The form of the

square had gradually grown in size from the very small squares

of the settlements with agricultural origins, and the early pit

villages, for example Cowpen Square, to the larger squares with

many cottages as at Mickley Square. The next development was from

the small enclosed square, to a more open shape, composed of two

or more rows set at right angles to each other.	 Causey End NZ

244679 was a single row of cottages in the shape of a letter L.

No man knows when it was built, its unsanitary condition has
killed off so many of its natives that no oldest inhabitant
survives to record its history.

27

The development from two sides of a square to rows is an obvious

progression. However, the tracing of settlement patterns Is not

so straight forward and there are examples of villages w'l-lere the

row has been used to construct the square.	 Squares of this type

are different in concept to the early examples of small scale integra-

ted squares.	 Sqiares comprised of rows, are large regular arid

symmetrical on plan, the composite square.

STANLEY NZ 166378

Stanley cottages were built by Messrs Pease and Partners between

1860 and 1872 to house the miners from the Stanley and Wooley Pits.

The settlement pattern took the form of a composite square. The

cottages were arranged in long rows around a very large square.

Wooley Terrace was a row of cat slide roof cottages, of the composed

row type, Figure 56. The houses were substantially built but suffered
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from subsidence . In North Row the fire places shifted.	 North
28

Row and West Row eventually collapsed completely as a result of

subsidence.
29

ESH COLLIERYNZ 194425

Esh Colliery was a further example of a composite square of rows

being laid out to form three sides of a square. 	 At Esh Winning

the cottages were arranged about Esh I-1ugh pit head which completed

the south side of the square. 	 The school and the reservoir were

in the centre of the square ,	 the Wesleyan Methodist Chapel on

the West Side and the Primitive Methodist Chapel on the East, 1ap

25. The cottages were attractive in appearance and of the composed.

row type, each row having a precise end to it with a more dominant

gable design, Plate 95.
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Esh Colliery
Plate 95

Map 25 Esh Colliery
Map Peferenc NZ 194425
Ordnanc survey 2nd Edition 1896

A carposite square
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Plate 95 Esh Colliery, Esh Winning
A ccirposite square
Photographed in September l67

peamish Cen Air Muse
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Plate 95 Esh Colliery, Esh Winning
A cccrposite square
Photraphed in Septerrber l°67

Feamish Open Air Musei
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THE ROW OR LINEAR

J. R. Leifchild gave a description of a typical pit village.

their habitations are mostly in 'rows' and these again in
pairs.30

The pit row is an integral part of the landscape of the Great Northern

Coalfield. Sometimes a single row running along the side of a

road for example at Seaton Delaval, or a few rows parallel to the

sea as at Cambois, or stepping down a hill side, Black Boy, Gurney

Valley.	 In effect these are examples of a linear settlement form,

or a terrace, but in the settlements of the North East they are

named 'the row'. Early examples show pit rows following the twisting

route of an existing road as at Leasingthorne, Figure 9, Plates

28 and 29. Later many pit rows were built in simple straight lines.

Some settlements were in essence a single row, sometimes subdivided

into blocks for example Seaton Delaval, Map 27; other villages were

of two or more rows simply arranged in parallel lines.

The colliery row could contain almost any number of houses in a

continuous chain. Examples can be found with just four or five

houses as at East Howle Colliery Map 31, or with a hundred as at

Foreman's Row, Seaton Delaval, Map 27.	 Any one row might contain

houses of different ages and sizes, of different materials, of

brick or stone, and of a different state of repair. 	 By building

the dwellings in rows it was possible to service them;for delivery

of coal and access for the midden men.	 A derivation of the row

appears to relate to the ease of servicing a large number of dwellings

in a rural community. Servicing them in a way which was consistent

with an industrial operation - mining.	 New Row, Oakenshaw, and
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Foremans Row Seaton Delaval are just two examples of a single row

in a colliery village.

OAKENSHAW WILLINTON NZ 201371

Oakenshaw was a mining village situated some iwo miles north of

Willington, The Second Edition Ordance Survey map of 1896, Map

26, shows the typical form of this mining settlement: the colliery

buildings and reservoirs with the early cottages immediately adjoin-

ing,	 Oakenshaw farm complete with gin 	 gan to the South West1

Overmans Row situated at right angles to the Pit Rows forming

the L shape of the square. New Row composed of sixty four houses,

Figure 60 was long and straight following the line of the road

and the railway incline. There were further old colliery rows to

the south, Institute Street, Figure 68, a Primitive Methodist Chapel

and an Institute Building. In 1987 New Row Oakenshaw was still

standing largely in its original form, Plate 96.

SEATON DELAVAL NZ 294764

Formans Row Seaton Delaval was one row of cottages which comprised

over one hundred dwellings. The row was subdivided into four blocks

of cottages the longest being thirty one. 	 The row followed the

road in a simple straight line, Map 27.	 Leifchild referred to

these dwellings

At Seaton Delaval, a colliery newly won, I saw long streets
of houses of a superior character, and some of them intended
for the officers of the mine, were not at all unworthy of a
higher destiny.

31
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Overman 's Rci

r"anagers House0 todc1ey

New Row
Plate 96

Map 26 Oakenshaw
Map Reference NZ 202370
Ordnance survey 2nd Edition 1°4

Manager's House in overseeing position
Overman's Row at the head of New Row
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Plate 96 New R,, kenshaw
A straight ro'.t of sixty four cottages

Photograph by P. Diana Brc'n June lQ8fl
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Map 27 Foreman's RGq, Seaton telaval
Map Reference NZ 2Q47M
Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition 18°5

the long straight row of cottaces
following the line of the road
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THE ROWS

'The Colliery Rows' were the predominant form of layout associated

with the pit villages of the north east. The single row became

two, three , or more rows running in parallel and eventually this

developed into settlements with many rows. The rows were one result

of the boom of the late 18605 early 187O.s . Increase in trade

resulted in increase in profits for the colliery owners, further

expansion, more miners to be housed, and miners to be attracted

to the region.

In the 1860's there was an apparent improvement in the standard

of dwellings built for miners.	 The exact reason for this change

is not clear but it was possibly due to certain individuals who *

believed in improvement of living standards. The increased profits

would also have helped and the fact that more colliers had to be

attracted to the region would have been a contributory factor

One of the major problems with the early settlements had been

overcrowding and the colliery owners found they had to provide

more, higher standard housing, cheaply and quickly.

In some villages the rows were laid out in a random pattern, in

other villages the cottages were in two parallel rows facing each

other across an open space. By building the terraces in parallel

rows every street was able to serve two terraces, each street being

alternatively a back street and a front street, providing both

a clean and a dirty entry to each house.

their front doors facing each other, present a space generally
clean, unpaved and without drains or channels. The space between
each two rows of back doors, present along the centre one long
ash-heap and dung hill.32

This was obviously not the case with back to back housing or blind

backed houses.
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There were many examples of settlements where the colliery rows

were the predominant form. The size of the village and the number

of rows varied depending on the demand for housing. The forms

of the settlement pattern were dependant on a variety of economic

and geographical factors.	 In some instances the village grew and

infill took place as more houses were required. In other cases

demand was anticipated and a master plan was produced. Availability

of land belonging to the colliery and existing physical features

and historical factors influenced the pattern of growth.

At Leasingthorrie a comprehensive plan of the housing was drawn

up. Messrs o1kow Vaughan & Co. Ltd, a company with Welsh origins

took over development of the village, and in 1902 produced a Plan

of Building sites for new Houses. This plan involved some five

hundred houses of varying categories, two, three and four rooms

and included Agent's, Engineer's ) Undermaiger's and Manager's houses,

Figure 106.

Langley Park on the other hand was clearly a village which was

allowed to grow. The parallel rows of cottages Railway Street

and Durham Street shown on the Second Edition Ordnance Survey,

Map 28, were infilled with two rows of dwellings, Third Edition

Ordnance Survey, Map 29. 	 The infilling resulted in a very denseiy

populated settlement. Langley Park was a rural village surrounded

by fields and the policy of infilling suggests there was some pressure

on availability of land.
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Map 28 Langley Park

Map Reference NZ 213451
Ordnance Sirvey 2nd EditiOn l85

Railway Street and Durham Street
two parallel rs
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0
p 29 Langley Park

Map Reference NZ 213451
Ordnance Survey 3rd Editii l2fl

Railway street and E*jrhani Street
infilled with two parallel rags of cottages
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Similarly at Sunnybrow a village built my Messrs Straker and Love

who bought the land at Willington Colliery in 1842. Many of the

cottages in this village were long rows, and some were built so

close to each other that they might well have been back to back

cottages, Map 4.
33

At Murton Colliery, in reponse to a particular demand, a large

number of rows were built to house Cornish miners, an area eventually

called 'Cornwall', Map 30. At Throcklej the rows were named Maple

Row, Lime Row, Poplar Row, Oak Row and Ash Row reminiscent of the

rural area in which some four hundred houses were built between

1865 and 1895.	 To illustrate' the variety of settlement pattern

and the reasons for their form a few examples have been selected.

EAST HOWLE NZ 091260

The colliery village was built on the site of East Howle Farm.

The discovery of the coal seam led to the sinking of a colliery

in 1872 by the Canton Iron Company on a site leased from the Salvin

Estate. The colliery was to produce coke for use in the blast furnaces

of the Canton Iron Works.

As in many other villages cottages were built rapidly in rows to

accommodate workers and by 1897 the village had reached its full

extent. Four rows were built parallel to, and a group of seven

short rows were built at right angles to the Bishop Auckland railway

line. The facilities were limited to a single general store, two

chapels and a public house, Map 31 . East Howlevillageexperienced

a very rapid growth rate extending over twenty five years, but

it also experienced an even more rapid rate of decline. 	 By 1905

the colliery was closed after a disastrous fire and by 1920 the

pit buildings had been cleared away. The settlement survived much

615



Map 30 Greenhili, Murtai Colliery
Map Reference NZ 39476
Ordnance Survey 2nd Editic 1806

A large nnber of ris bui. it to house
Cornish miners eventually called Cornwall
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ap 31 East Pcwle Colliery
Map Peference NZ 00126fl
Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition 18%

Colliery rcws parallel to and at right angles
to the Bishc Auckland railway line
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longer despite the loss of its economic base, and the rows were

not demolished until the late 1960's.

after a century of growth and decline East Howle reverted to
being merely an isolated farm.

BARRINGTON COLLIERY NZ 263836

In 1858 the Longridge family desired to sell the Barrington Colliery

and leave the district. The Bedlington Coal Company purchased

the Colliery mainly for its extensive royalty containing excellent

coal beds.

The cottages at that time consisted of a small terrace of stone

built sinkers cottages, a row of twenty five wooden houses, a further

row of nine wooden houses, to which had been added twelve brick

built houses, and a block of back to back cottages, ten each side.

There were also a few other ancillary buildings. In form, the pattern

35
of the settlement in 1860 was a random arrangement of rows, Map

32.

The new owners immediately commenced to enlarge the colliery, their

first priority being to provide more dwellings. A row of fourteen

cottages was completed in 1860 and the block of back to back cottages

was extended to sixteen each side. In 1865 a further row of eightei

single houses was erected parallel with the road and the railway.

More houses were built in 1875, 1899, 	 1900 and 1901. The village
36

still retained the random arrangement of rows, although Some did

run parallel to the railway ) Map 33. All the colliery houses were

cleared from Barrington between 1967-1969.
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Map 32	 Barringtai Colliery
Map Reference N7 263836
Ordnance Survey 1st Editia-i 1857

Randaii arrangerrent of rois

619
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Map 33 Barringtcn Colliery
Nap Peference NZ 263836
Ordnance Survey 3rd Editicri 1q22

Colliery village in its final form
retaining its randan arrangenent of rc..is
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BOLDON COLLIERY NZ 343620

Boldon Colliery was a further example of a colliery village where

the settlement was created by the mine owners to house their employees

adopting the format of the row. Prior to the sinking of the first

shafts the area was farmland, the village of West Boldon being

the nearest settlement, Map 34.

In 1865 W. F. Blackett and Co leased land near Howden Farm from

the Bishop of Durham and in the following year work commenced on

sinking the first shafts to the Bensham and Hutton coal seams.

By 1874 five rows of two storied dwellings had been built, being

the present Wells, Fenwick, Toppings, Donkins and Davison Streets.

Between 1882 and 1895 the four rows centred on Church Street were

built but these were later demolished. Community buildings such

as chapels and public houses,were provided along Hedworth Lane and

at the southern end of North Road, Map 35-and 36.

The first decade of the twentienth century saw a fu'ther consolidation

of Hedworth Lane, the beginning of private development along Station

Road, the construction of the first Aged Miners Homes, a new Infant

School in 1900, and a library in 1905. From 1910 the village took

its first step across the railway line and the New Town begun.

During the 1920 a cinema, 'The Boldon Electric Palace' was

built, as well as pithead baths, and later in 1939 Coronation Park,

between Church Street and Davison Street was opened, Map 37 and

38.

The buildings in Boldon colliery were consistent in their built

form and material, simple low two storey rows of cottages, broken

occasionally by a community building such as a chapel or library.

621



rap 34 Poldcn Colliery
Map Reference N7 3432fl
Ordnance Survey 1st Editii 1855 6" to 1 mile

Prior to the sinking of the shaft the area of
Rold-i Colliery was farmland. Note the line of
the cart	 c, North Lane and the railway line.
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Map 35 Poldcri Colliery
Map Beference N? 34362fl
Ordnance survey 2nd Edition 18Q8 6" to 1 mile

tvelcrrent of colliery rws
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I'ap 36	 Roldcri Colliery
Map Reference N7 3432fl
Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition 1PQ7

ttai1 layout of colliery rcs
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ap 37 Poldai Colliery
Map Reference NZ 3432()
Oriance Survey 3rd Edition 1 q21 Es" to 1 mile

Fran 1°1O the village extended across
the railway line
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Map 38 Rolda-i Colliery
Map Reference NZ 34362fl
Ordnance Survey 3rd Editiai lQl

rtail layout of colliery rc,s
Ccxsolidatiai of Pedworth Lane and
the begining of private develcent
alcrig Statiai Road
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The rows were built of the brick which was produced at the Colliery

brickworks and was of an attractiYe variegated red/brown colour.

All lintols were of stone and painted cream, all woodwork painted

cream and green. There were wide service roads between the facing

rear yards of the rows and long narrow gardens at the front.

The village was obviously that of a mining community and its layout

had been influenced by some of the original features of the site,

for example, the existing cart track, North Lane and the railway

line, Map 34. The rows of cottages were of homogeneous appearance

and sympathetically set in long gardens, the small scale of the

cottages giving a rural impression.

ASHINGTON NZ 2265879

The final example selected is Ashington, a settlement which exper-

ienced massive growth to become a one industry town. In 1801 the

first census revealed Ashington and Sheepwash as an area of land

of six hundred and eighty eight acres and a population of fifty

eight. By 1841 there were thirteen houses and a population of seventy

six.

37

In 1848 the 'Fel-em--Doon' shaft was sunk and by 1858 there was

also an engine house, smithy, railway platform and two rows of

cottages - Long Row and Cross Row, Map 17, Plates 55 and 56. The

rows were situated at right angles to each other and there is specul-

ation amongst local historians that the original intention was

to continue the Cross Row further north, then complete a square

form. 38
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By 1861 the 'Fel-em--Doon' was known as Ashington Colliery but the

area was still very rural in character. However, by 1880 the area

known as 'the old colliery' contained three hundred and thirty

five houses in eight rows.

By 1884 the lease had been acquired for the piece of land to the

east of the 'Old Colliery' known as 'Hirst Land' and the central

terrace in Seventh Row was built. This terrace faced south into

Station Road and was to be the centre of the second phase of the

Ashington Colliery Development 1 Map 16.

The decade was one of massive growth and before 1890, the Fifth,

Sixth and Seventh Rows were completed with terraces of three roomed

houses, and the Eighth, Ninth, Tenth and Eleventh Rows were built

in an assortment of three, four and five roomed houses. By 1890

there were six hundred and sixty five houses in Ashington Colliery

and in that year the company began the massive new Hirst Development,

Map 17.

All the rows at Ashington Colliery were well spaced from the next

each with its own parallel line of facilities and servicing track,
39

Plate 97 and 61. At this time the company also had a large number

of men employed who lived at Pegswood and these were conveyed to

and fro by a small narr guage steam loco in a set of small crude

rail cars. All roads and paths were made of colliery ash and illumin-

ated by gas street lights and fuelled from the colliery gas works.

With regard to water there were two types of water being pumped

out of the pit at that time, one for domestic consumption, piped

6 28



Plate 7 Ashinqtori
?erial view frau West End
First, Seccrid, Third, Fourth and Fifth PcMs
Rc, qs well spaced fran eac-i other with
laig narrc gardens facing south

Photograph frau S. Martin Local Historian
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to street pants, and the other, 'slop' water, being regularly pumped

through the drainage system to cleanse it. The flushing water

was introduced from large cylindrical flushing tanks at the west

end of the town, this being the highest end of the sewer system.

Each street also had a 'stench chimney' at one end to vent the

sewer of its obnoxious gases.

The Newcastle Chronicle, January 1884 reported:

That there was no stint of money when the houses were built
- a supply of excellent water provided and by continually flushing
of the drains and constant supervision of out-houses sanitary
excellence is obtained.

40

There were education and social facilities;they had a brass band,

flower shows and bazaars. The Bothal School provided places for

six hundred scholars during the day and more in the evening. The

living conditions at this time in Ashington Colliery were civilised

and stable, when compared with housing conditions for comparable

workforces, elsewhere in the country.

6 30



THE GRID IRON

A settlement pattern which had developed by the late nineteenth

and early twentieth century was the so called 'grid iron'. This

regimented pattern was largely the development of the colliery

row with the cross streets running at right angles to the rows.

The larger colliery settlements in the east of the study area, for

example Blackhall Colliery, Figure 6 adopted this form. At Easington

Colliery this regular settlement pattern contrasted sharply with

the organic form of old Easington with its village green.

Prior to the 1914-1918 wa.r there was a further industrial boom

on the Great Northern Coalfield. 	 This caused a massive influx

of miners and families into the region. There was then the necessity
41

to house this large working population.	 To accommodate a large

number of people by the colliery row method entailed covering a

wide area of ground. This is evident on visual examination of

Ashington Old Colliery which was developed in colliery rows with

roads,paths and long gardens compared with the more compact grid

iron pattern at 1-iirst. Maps 16 and 17, and Plates 97 and 98.

These compactly planned settlements were more widely dispersed

than the villages to the west of the region. They were associated

with deep collieries which worked extensive areas underground from

a single pit head. The grid iron settlements were small towns

with large groups of houses having a planned relationship with

the pit head. A large widely dispersed working population requiring

access to the pit head for shift work at all hours of the day and

night can cause transportation problems. The rows of houses were

systematically laid out in a grid completely ignoring contours,

achieving very high densities, and reducing problems of access.
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Plate 98 Hirst
erial view of centre with Grand Hotel
Myrtle Street, Plar Street and Sycamore Street
Grid Irm Pattern, a cczTpact layout with
cross streets rtrming at right angles
to the rs

Photograph frcm S. Martin Local Pistorian
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A further factor in influencing the grid iron pattern was the introd-

uction of the Public Health Acts of 1875 and 1876. 	 As described

previously these Acts were introduced to reduce overcrowding and

the hazards of health problems.	 However these Acts were largely
42

directed at the urban areas. 	 The colliery settlements of this

date had not suffered overcrowding in the way experienced in the

cities. Land for development had not been at a premium, arid overcrowd-.

ing in colliery villages was due to the shortage of accommodation,

two or three families occupying one dwelling. The colliery villages

had the advantage that although there were insufficient dwellings

the settlement was relatively small and often isolated standing

in open fields. In the cities the Droblem of overcrowding was

acute as there was inadequate servicing forthe size of the population.

The public Health Acts of 1875 and 1876 set minimum standards of

width of street for use in city areas. It is speculation that

the developers of the Great North Coalfield 'grid iron' settlements

built down to these standards, instead of regarding them as minimum

guidelines. The result was that the space between the terraces

grew narrower as they faced each other across tiny front gardens,

separated by a narrow foot path. In the colliery rows the coal

houses and the privy were often isolated from the dwelling standing

across the yard or street. In the compact grid iron plan rear yards
43

were enclosed individually, with brick walls.	 Each small yard

had a portion of its space taken by a privy and a coal house. 	 This
44

enclosure of the rear yard provided the occupant with privacy,

but also complied with the Public Health Act requirement of a minimum
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area of one hundred and fifty square feet including outside offices

and open space, behind and (exclusively belonging to each dwelling.

Each terrace of yards was separated from the next by a lane, used

for coal delivery and scavenging of privies. At Hirst the two

feet gauge track was laid in this space.

This same Public Health Act did achieve one great improvement for

the pit man of the Great Northern Coalfield. By requiring this

minimum area behind each dwelling this effectively marked the end

of the back to back cottages.

fIRST ASHINGTON NZ 280875

1890 marked the beginning of a new phase in the development of

Ashington. The demand for housing was so great that in 1895 the

Ashington Coal Company decided to take advantage of the other house

building agencies in the area.

During the next five years the rate of house building improved

and by 1900 the distinct 'grid iron' pattern of New first with

its terraces running north south and cross streets 1 east west had

emerged ) Map 17. This was a complete departure in planning terms

from the east to west rows of the old colliery, Map 16. At first

a large number of houses were constructed very rapidly, about 1,300

houses were provided in less than twenty five years. The standard

of accommodation was good and the houses were provided with modern

sanitation. I4owever, it is evident that externally the dwellings

were very close together and a very high density of population

was achieved, in what was essentially a rural area, Plate 98.
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The First World War brought to an end the building of rent free

houses by the Ashingtori Coal Company.	 There was a massive exodus

of miners who left the mines to join the forces, this resulted

in a glut of houses in the area.
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THE ENLIGHTENED

The development of the patterns described, the 'square' to 'the

row' to the	 rd róO' has been represented diagramatically in

Figure 113. Falling a little beyond this general development pattern

there were also isolated examples of the work of f'arward thinking

men. The early colliery cottages at Murton were described as 'impro-

ved' and the dwellings described at Ashington provided housing

which was above average for its time. 	 The colliery cottages at

Boldon provided attractive dwellings with long gardens, but there

were a few men of vision who thought that the housing provision

for the working man should be. and could be far superior. Although

not a main part of this study its significance makes it worthy

of inclusion.

The 'Proposed Cottages at Widdrington Colliery Village', Figure

83, bore a strong resemblance to other model villages being developed

through out the country. Those at Cambois are worthy of mention

as the housing was built at the same time as the service provision.

Particularly of merit is the work of Mr. Marmaduke Salvin at Tudhoe

Grange and Metal Bridge.

TUDHOE GRANGE NZ 261342
METAL BRIDGE NZ 299350

Tudhoe Grange and Metal Bridge were examples of planned mining

villages which differed in layout from others in that the terraced

housing form was not adopted. 	 At Tudhoe Grange near Spennyrnoor

Mr. Marmaduke Salvin built an 'estate' of miners houses between

1865-1870.	 These were placed along four parallel streets, Gerard

Street, Bryan Street, Marmaduke Street and Barnfield Road. 	 The
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houses were in semi-detached pairs and arranged chequer board style

so that no house overlooked another at the front or the back, Map

39 and Plate 99. A quarter acre of garden belonged to each pair

of houses. It is also likely that a pig sty, coal house, privy

and ash pit was provided for each dwelling, Figure 95. Nikolaus

Pevsner commented about the developement.

The result does not look inspired, but considering the date,
shows an understanding rare at the time. It is a remarkably
far seeing contribution to the problem of working class housing.

45

Following similar principles but adopting a different layout were

the houses at Metal Bridge north of Ferryhill. The houses were

grouped in pairs; two semi detached houses back to back with two

more semi detached houses, a unit of four, Map 40. 	 Each house

had its own access and large garden. There were thirty two dwellings

with a detached Methodist Chapel at the end of the street. It

is understood that each group of four cottages had a roof which

was pyramidical in form with a central chimney stack. The layout

is considered to be particularly forward thinking as it is believed

to have been built around 1860.
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Map 3 Thdhoe Grange
Map Reference NZ 261342
Ordnance uxvey 2nd Edition 18%

Estate of semi-detached miners houses
arranged in a chequer board pattern, so
no house over-looked another at the
front or rear
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Plate 99 Thdhoe Grange
An estate of semi-detached miners houses

Roy Snaith. The Grcith of Mining Comnunities in
ODunty Dirharn
Dissertaticn 1975
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Plate 99 'I\.idhoe Grange
ri estate of serni-detadied miners houses

Roy Snaith. The Grath of Mining Catviunities in
County tXrham
flissertation 1975
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Map 40 rta1 Rridge
ap Referen NZ 2QQ35r

Or&iance Survey 2nd Edition 1°6

Two semi-detached bouses back to hack with
two more semi-detached houses, a ixiit of four.
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The colliery village whether it be of the 'square' or the 'row'

or the 'grid iron' pattern is easily identifiable, by its layout.

There are also other factors which contribute to this ease of recognit-

ion. The naming of the various rows is particular to a colliery

village.

The first rows to be built were for the sinkers, and many early

villages had a Sinkers Row, or a Stone Row built from the stone

from the sinking of the pit. Other rows were also named by the

trade of the occupiers, or their status, for eXaaiple, Foremans Row,

Officer row, Quality Row or Shinny Row. 	 Shinn5/ Row appears to

have derived from the Shinny nature of the tight fitting leather

helmet worn by deputies.	 Other pit men wore cloth caps and it

appears that the leather helmet was more a badge of office than

a measure of protection.
46

The order in which the rows were built was also a commonly used

method of naming streets as for example at Ashington, First Row,

Second Row, Third Row etc. The size or location of the Row was

also commonly found Long Row, Short Row, Cross Row, Middle Row,

East Row, West Row. The proximity of existing geographical features

was also indicated by Gas Row, Railway Terrace, Engine House Row,

School Row, Institute Row etc. 	 The materials of construction were

commonly used when naming Rows on the Great Northern Coalfield.

Stone Row, Brick Row, Wood Row, and Oak and Ash Row as at Throckley.

Even the house types themselves Single Row, Double Row as at Murton.

The early twentieth century marked a 	 change regarding the naming
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of streets in colliery villages. New terraces were not given names

based on the old colliery principles and at Hirst the rows were

named after Shakespearian characters, rivers and trees.
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THE COLLIERY COTTAGE
1830-1915
THE GREAT NORTHERN COALFIELD

SERVICES
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Plate 11,0 The street 'pant', Rarringtct
C1liery cottages built in 18fl cleared in 1q58
Photographed in ahout 195r1

Photograph fran A. Jenscri, PhotocTrapher,
Ashingtai
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Colliery cottages built in 18 cleared in 1.58
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SERVICES

Provision for servicing the colliery settlement has been described

during the course of this study. In many examples it was an integral

part of the settlement layout.

DRAINAGE

Human waste was collected by cart, at first by the farmers and

later by midden men. In Ashington and Hirst and a few other places

in the North East, eg Westerhope the midden was collected by carts

running on the narrow gtage track in the back lanes, Plate 61.

Until the late l860 	 it was not thought necessary to provide any

form of drainage in colliery villages. 	 By the mid 18705i some
1

attempts were being made to provide systems, though some of these,

like Barrington and Choppington were not efficient in operation
2	 3

and pools of effluent formed in the streets. 	 The pools resulted

from the method of construction of the open surface channel formed

of bricks, Plate 15.	 The brickwork was not laid to an even fall

and pools of effluent formed, the liquid gradually seeping through

the broken or porous bricks or oversize joints.
4

A system• using some open channels and some underground drainage

was used in the 1880 S . By the end of the nineteenth century the
5

majority of villages had underground drains with surface and waste

water being taken into them by sinks or slop grates outside the

houses. These were situated very close to the back door and they
6

blocked easily and overflowed giving off obnoxious gases.
7
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WATER

Water was collected by hand from nearby springs or wells and carried

to the colliery villages. An early method of supplying water to

the village was by watercart, this system was used at Barrington

until 1877.	 Water was delivered to the village by horse and cart
8

from a nearby well and sold to the inhabitants at a half penny

a 'skeelful', Plate 17.
9

The contamination of the water supply was one of the major causes

of the outbreak of typhoid and enteric fevers in colliery villages.

Contamination appears to have resulted from two main causes; first

many wells appear to have been positioned so close to the tidal

rivers that they were frequently contaminated: the second method
10

of contamination was by the effluent from ash heaps and ash pits

being washed down the wells by rain.
11

Water was also obtained by collecting rainwater from the roof gutter-

ing in a rain barrel which stood in the back yard. This water

was 'soft' and used for the washing of clothes. A further supply

of water was obtained from that pumped out of the pit. At Sleekburn
12

the water from the pit was not fit to drink but was used as slop

water for washing and cleaning. The Fel-em-doon and latterly the

Bothal Shaft at Ashington provided a supply of drinking water which

was pumped into a reservoir header tank, which held a two day supply,

it also provided a supply of slop water which was used for flushing

the drains.
13

Colliery engines discharged vast quantities of newly condensed

steam at regular intervals into a 'hot reservoir'. 	 This could
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easily be carried away in buckets by the housewife for use in washing.

This may have happened at Esh Winning where the cottages were grouped

in a square around a central reservoir, Map 25 andPlate 95. .There is

also evidence that at least one colliery the cottages received

indoor hot water. At Chester-le-Street water from the engine boiler

waste pipe was supplied to the inhabitants of cottages adjoining

the workings.Leifchild recognised the potential of this hot water
14

and took the use of the hot-water one stage further - the idea

of 'pit head baths'

every colliery engine discharges regularly vast quantities
of newly condensed steam into the 'hot pond'; the whole of
which, excepting what the sagacious housewife walks off with
(hot and distilled i.e. soft water) to wash with, is allowed
to cool! The remainder might continually supply a series of
a dozen baths without bath waiters to fee.

Pit Head Baths were eventually found in association with many of

the colliery buildings marking a further step in the general improve-

ment of the standard of living of the miner.

The distribution of the pit water was normally from the header

tank though pipes to streets 'pants', Plate 100, Barrington. These

stand pipes served differing numbers of houses depending on the

date, situation and attitude of the colliery owner. But by the

late 1870s the local boards were beginning to provide continuous,

piped supplies of fresh water to colliery villages like Bedlington.

These supplies of water were originally taken to the street 'pants',

but were significant in that the water was fresh and uncontaminated

and reduced the risk of hazard to health. 	 It was not until the

twentieth	 century that standpipes appeared in the individual

yardsof the colliery cottages.
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GAS AND ELECTRICITY

The services of gas and electricity were uncommon in all but a

few colliery settlements. Some small gas works were built but

their output was just enough to cope with a limited amount of street

lighting; as at Ashington.	 During the early twentieth century

some colliery houses were wired for electric lighting. 	 -ie elect-

ricity was provided by generators run off the pit engines.
17

At Blackhall colliery where all machinery was electrically driven

the atmosphere was remarkably free from smoke. Electricity was

also s.ijplied by the colliery owners to the cottages; for lighting

puposes the charge was 6d or 8d a week according to the size of

the house and the number of lamps. No meters were installed in

the houses and the lamps were supplied by the colliery o'ners at

about cost price.
18
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DEVELOPMENT COST
FINANCIAL ORGANISATION

The deficiency of housing on the Great Northern Coalfield was the

major problem. The colliery shafts were sunk in all sorts of local-

ities, in rural areas, urban areas, in narrow valleys bordered

by steep hills, where there were few or no sites suitable for building

and on wide flat platfl lying very little above sea level, where

drainage and the disposal of sewerage were difficult and costly

problems.	 The shafts were often sunk in out of the way places

where there were no existing houses. This made it necessary in

these places for the colliery owners to provide houses for their

work force.

On the Great Northern Coalfield the system of 'free' houses prevailed,

under which a house free of rent was recognised as part of the

miners's wage.	 This system arose in Northz.rn?berland and Durham

under the 'binding system' when miners were 'bound' to work for

a year for the same employer; this was abolished in 18441 However,

the principal of a rent free house remained for many years and

for those miners not living in colliery housing, a rent allowance.

There were many disadvantages with the 'free house' system but

there were many problems in changing a long established custom

of this kind, as the existing workforce felt disadvantaged.

There were three main ways in which colliery houses were built,

many were built by the colliery company, some were built by private

individuals and others by the Co-operative Society.
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There were economic advantages in the colliery owners building

the houses; the colliery could usually obtain land for building

on at a reasonable price:

In rural districts a rent of double the agricultural value
of the land per acre for a term of forty years or more is not
an unusual arrangement, and this amounts often to only £2 or
£3 an acre.

2
As with the Thorp cottages at Barmoor the houses were usually built

by contract.	 When large numbers of houses were to be built, for
3

example at Ashington or at Horden, firms of building contractors

could build large numbers more competitively. Ironmongery, grates

and joinery work were all standardized and materials were cheaper.

However there were obviously differences of opinion over the econom-

ies achieved:

If forty or more houses were erected at one time there may
be a reduction in cost of about 2 per cent. It is doubtful,
however, whether any but large contractors will be able to
make this reduction as it is a question of using available
building plant and the application of good business methods
to the work in the course of erection.

4

The question is clearly whether standards were adequate when the

colliery built the houses. In many cases officials already employed

by the colliery 'designed' the houses and supervised their construc-

tion , also masons . and joiners regularly employed at the mine were

used for routine maintenance on the houses. In fact, in general

terms the standard of specification and construction was good.

However maintenance was a problem, largely because the occupiers

were not the owners.

The second way in which colliery houses were built was by the miners

themselves.	 In 1914 in County Durham a large number of houses

were built by miners, Figure 107.
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A miner who has worked regularly in a coa]. mine from boyhood,
and has risen to the position of a deputy-overman, has interested
himself for some time past in house property and has made money
out of it.

In 1911, a few years before the war, he purchased a two-acre
field on easy terms, having a frontage of 60 feet on one main
road arid 40 feet on another, situated in the open country.
On this site he has built fifty one good substantial houses
with gardens which have been in great demand among the miners
of the district, most of them having been sold as soon as they
were built

5
In some ways these houses were superior to the colliery built houses,

and clearly they were in demand. 	 The houses were described as

having a supply of 'roomy cupboards' however in other respects
6

the houses were very similar to the colliery built houses. The

four roomed houses sold in 1914 for £205 and the five roomed for

£215.	 At that time the cost estimated to maintain a well built
7

house over a period of twenty years was £1.00 a year. Clearly there
8

was a greater incentive for the owner occupier to maintain his

property. Although the colliery company had the means to maintain

property more cheaply it was not in their interests financially,

as the work force of joiners and brick layers could be more gainfully

employed at the colliery.

The final way in which houses were built for miners in the North

East was by the Co-operative Societies. These societies were contro-

lled by committees on which the miners were represented and therefore

would have expressed their views about the standards of housing.

In many pit villages nearly all the miners were members of the

Co-operative Society and purchased all their requirements in food

and clothing at the local stores:
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The system of cash down for goods supplied, arid of returning
dividends to the members in proportion to their purchases,
and of paying 5 per cent compound interest on dividends left
to accumulate is an excellent system for encouraging thrift
and the habit of saving. Many a miner has laid by a considerable
sum of money through his Co-operative Society.

9
Houses were in demand, and many societies turned their attention

to meeting this demand.

The Co-operative Societies built houses themselves and gave tenants

the option of becoming the owners by paying an increased rent over

a number of years. They also lent money to a member of the society

wishing to build a house.
10

Four different classes of miners houses at Blackhall Colliery were

considered with their relative costs by H.F. Bulman. All the houses

were apparently constructed to a high specification. Class 1,

Figure 108 and Plate 101, a four roomed house had a frontage of

14' 9" and a gable of about 26' 0". The contract price of building

this house just before the First World War was £160 which worked

out at 4d a cubic fooc. The cost of surfacing the roads and foot

paths, laying the drains, providing a water supply, and other ancillary

expenditure caine to £19 a house. Class 11, Figure 109, Plate 102,

was a five roomed house and in comparison with the Class 1 house

was larger by 3' 0" in frontage and 1'O" in depth. The extra space

being in the kitchen and the front bedroom. This house cost £190

or 3.8d per cubic foot. 	 The external works cost increased to £22

a house, the width of the street in front of the house having incre-

ased to 43' 0" and the frontage being wider. 	 The Class 111 house,

Figure 110 PlatelO3 was a larger five roomed house, 17' 9" frontage
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by 28' 0" and cost £257. This worked out at 4.ld per cubic foot.

This suggests that the Class 11 was better value for money. Examina-

tion of the plans, Figures 109 to 110 shows that the Class 11 house

more closely resembles a square on plan, and therefore would be

more economical to build.	 The Class 1V house, Figure 111 , Plate

104 was designed for colliery officials.	 The cost of building

was £386 or 4.3d a cubic foot. These were larger arid more expensive

houses but not	 much more expensive than one might have anticip-

ated, bearing in mind that all Class 1V houses were situated at

the ends of a row involving the additional expense of a long external

gable wall.	 The house plan also included a full internal bath

with separate toilet.

In 1914 the average cost of one of the houses at Blackball Colliery

was £250 plus an average cost of £20 per house for road surfacing

and services. By 1917 four hundred and sixty two houses had been

built, the estimated development cost of this settlement in terms

of housing alone was £125,000 at a time when the colliery was raising

1500 tons of coal daily.

In 1988 the rows still remain and the houses are in reasonable

condition. Many retain their original windows and front doors.

Plates 101 to 104 and Plate 24. Further analysis of the cost of

dwellings throughout the study period is indicated on Figure 112,

cost analysis. Examples have been limited by available information.

The chart also illustrates how the areas or volumes of living space

increased rapidly during the study period. This can be seen clearly

by consideration of the increase in number of rooms provided.

Total areas increased as did total costs. However, surprisingly

the cost per cubic foot over the period of study did not increase

significantly.
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The existence of coal and the industrial revolution of the nineteenth

century changed the character of the north east of England from

an essenially rural area to an industrial one, 'The Great Northern

Coalfield'.

The dwellings of the people who worked in the coal mines of this

region during the period of industrial growth are readily identify—

able. Th particular features are perhaps not as easily recognised

as the vernacular dwellings of other geographical regions,1 or of

other industries, however, the differences do exist even when consid-
2

ered alongside miners cottages of other areas. 3Unlike some regions

where there were many different industries, the cottages of the
4

Great Northern Coalfield have the generator of one dominant industr-

ial force, coalmining.

The factors which influence the design of dwellings are mainly

when and where they were built and what was the nature of the industry

requiring accommodation. In particular it is the response to the

requirements of the coal mining industry which give the cottages

of the Great Northern Coalfield their identity. T dwellings under

consideration were often simple robust structures, and many reflected

the work ethic of the people who lived in them.

Contrary to expectations, plans sections elevations and specifications

for the design of these modest dwellings have been traced. Drawings

have been identified from 1838, specifications of construction
5

from 1854, records of who lived in the houses and photographs of
6	 7

cottages built early in the study period but in occupation under
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twentieth century conditions. The quality of the photographs and

the original drawings is not of todays standard but is full of

the character of the period. The very existence of the drawings,

is pertinent to the fact that the construction of the dwellings

had been considered, a fact reinforced by the title of the drawings

which included the words 'Designed by' Figure 17.

Often large numbers of houses were built by a single colliery company

giving the dwellings and the village a sense of consistency of

design if the dwellings were of a high quality, alternatively a

feelings of monotony if the design was inferior.	 Furthernicr

the rwastet materials from the pit which were used to construct

the dwellings, stone from the pit shaft and bricks from the local

clay, contributed to the homogeneity. The use of standard components

contributed further; horizontal sliding and sash windows, the local

pantry window and the stable door.

Although this rather intangible identity exists, there is also

evident a tremendous variety, from the simplest of dwellings, Plate

89 to those with banded brickwork , Plate 24 and ornamentation

to the windows, Plate 53. The cottages are an expression of the

combination of factors, historical social and economic which are

the back cloth to the Great Northern Coalfield.

At old collieries some extremely forbidding dwellings are seen-
confined and dismal. In newer collieries they are far better.

8
In broad terms the coal seams were shallower in the south west

and deeper in the east of the region and the mining took place

in the shallower seams first. The older mining villages were there-
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fore in the south west of the region. ut the distinction was

not as simple as this as the nature of the settlement also depended

on the type of coal in the region, and what this coal was used

for.

In the north of the region 'house coal' and 'steam coal' were obtain-

ed.	 This commanded a higher, if fluctuating price on the market

and paid higher wages.	 To the south in Durham a large portion

of the coal was soft and suitable only for coking. In this case

the trade was dependent on the condition of the iron trade. So

the types of colliery cottage and settlement pattern differed across

the coal field reflecting the course of mining development.

The earliest cottages were simple stone structures of one or two

rooms. The problem was not so much the quality of the dwelling,

but the question of overcrowding, lack of services and poor maint-

enance of the fabric of the building.	 This had serious effects

on the health of the population of the region.

The colliery companies were under pressure to build more and larger

houses, particularly if they wished to maintain a labour force.

Larger dwellings of brick construction with slate roofs of three

or four rooms were built. The early settlements were a rather

straggling pattern of small squares which were based on the earlier

agricultural villages. This reflected the economy of a large number

of small pits which each employed a small number of operatives.

As the pit closed the miners were able to walk to the next one

nearby.
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Communities were small and the workforce 'mobile' in comparison

with the later settlements.	 Isolated remote settlements formed

the basis of the tightly knit villages which were inhabited by

a people with great strength of community spirit.	 The pithead

provided the spiritual 'guidance', a work ethic. 	 The pit head

gear visually and symbolically replaced the church spire of other

village communities, Plate 105. 	 The moral teaching in the mining

communities was left to the 'methodies'.

As the coal seams got deeper, and the workforce grew in size so

the period of operation increased. The settlement pattern of the

early communities with its agricultural origins developed through

a series of stages to the more compact forms of the rows and the

grid iron of the later villages, Figure 113.

The vtllage plans are an integral part of the identity of the Great

I% loent of the linear form facilitated

ease of servicing to the cottages. The 'row' and the 'grid iron'

pattern are seen as an extension of the industrial process of the

coal mining operation.

Figure 113 shows this industrial form did not freely develop beyond

the grid iron pattern. The work of those so called enlightened

colliery managers was modest and of a different nature to Unwirs

Garden City Movement of the south 1903, and Letchworth in particular.
9

The reason for this is unknown, however as many of the north east

settlements were situated in exposed situations it is unlikely
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that the heavily foliated schemes of Letchworth would have survived!

The majority of houses that have been described were built by coal

companies for their workforce to be occupied under the so called

free house system. In common with developers of to-day the coal

companies built minimal standard housing which it was economically

viable to do. It was unlikely to squander colliery profits on

its workforce until pressure forced them to do so. This pressure

came when the colliery found it necessary to increase its workforce

and attract new men and their families into the area.

Pressure on development marked a phase of improved standards of

housing.	 The influx of men from other trades and other regions

began in about 1845.	 There was a general increase in standard

of accommodation and money spent on this provision.

During the thirty years when new rows of houses were being constructed

certain structual improvements and some maintenance was carried

out to the existing housing stock. Most of this work was done

before 1875 during the 'boom' when money was more readily available

and before the 'depression'. The first and most important improvement

at this time was ceiling the attics and converting them into habitable

bedrooms.	 There is also evidence of recognition of the problems

of overcrowding.

In the construction of new dwellings the overall foor areas increased,

Figure 112.	 Other general changes took place about this time.

The use of brick became more common as collieries used the local

'clay' to produce their own bricks. 	 Traditionally early dwellings
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were constructed so that one stepped down into the dwelling from

the entrance.	 New dwellings were raised above ground level arid

far greater attention was paid to drainage requirements.

There was also a general improvement in standards of what could

be described as respect of human privileges. Ease of access to

first floor with the addition of staircases, privacy with the enclos-

ure of the attic into two rooms, and in some cases the provision

of separate yards, walled off and containing an individual privy

and coal house.

The question of quality and standard of housing is hard to evaluate

in relation to the day and age of the provision. It has been establis-

hed that the early colliery dwellings had agricultural origins.

Although these cottages have been described very unfavourably

there is no doubt that these early miners enjoyed a higher standard

of comfort than the comparable agricultural worker.

There is evidence of difference in quality between housing in the

Northumberland and Durham areas of the Great Northern Coalfield.

The Durham collieries were owned by larger companies than those

in Northumberland. 	 Several companies and families, the Joiceys

and the Peases owned more than ten collieries. 	 This explains

the similarity in large areas of housing throughout the county

of Durham.	 To some extent this wide field of operation was an

advantage to the collier.	 The larger companies were generally

speaking concerned to provide a better standard of housing.
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Certainly Peass houses can be recognised throughout the county.

Visually this similarity created monotony but alternatively by

building large numbers of identical houses great economies were

achieved and a resulting better standard of housing for the workforce.

However the large company had the disadvantage that more of the

everyday supervision had to be left to agents whose chief concern

was to save their employers money and trouble.

This criterion does not appear to have been so apparent in areas

of Northumberland where companies were smaller and managers more

involved and interested in the general condition of the 'place',

for example Cambois and Seaton Delaval.

Many of the drawings which have been used in this study were from

the Stella Coal Company and it has been observed that this company

appeared to adopt a relatively humane and thoughtful policy towards

the provision of colliery cottages. The quality of the drawings

prepared for the construction of the cottages, and the detail in

the specification was good. From Stella Coal Company records one

Robert Simpson appears to be a case in point where a particular

manager took a personal interest in living conditions.

Many of these men were seriously involved in the general improvement

in living standards but some were clearly :fo'rward thinking as

can be seen in the following quotation about Leehoim, Leasingthorn,

County Durham.

The colliery now employed 2000 men and in 1902, it was found
necessary to build an entirely new village of 317 houses to
accommodate the additional miners.
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This village, called Leeholme after Mr. Lee, a director of
the Colliery Company was planned and built by Mr. Derwent,
who was a pioneer in the matter of providing substantial houses
of good quality for miners. 	 The greater part of the village
consists of 4,5 and 6 roomed houses. They have a finished,
neat appearance after nearly 40 years and look superior in
type to the hastily built council houses, which have been added
to the village in recent years.

317 colliery houses, (53 privately owned and 83 council houses)

Of the colliery houses 238 have five rooms arid 20 had 6 rooms.

The village is laid out in streets running north and south.
10

A further example is the work of Mr. Marmaduke Salvin in the layout

of his cottages near Spennymoor, each with a large plot of land,

Maps 39 and 40.

Standards of accommodation clearly improved during the period of

study. The seminal plan with its single room was clearly inadequate

when housing large families. The but and ben, back to back, and

the blind backed cottages were all small and unsatisfactory in

some way. The single house developed to the double house, with

four rooms and the but and ben three roomed cottage developed to

the cat slide roof cottage., all within a relatively short period,

Figure 98. At the end of the Study Period the cottages being built

at Blackhall Colliery were all of four rooms or more and the regulat-

•ions at that time were such that the dwellings had to be of an

adequate standard, Figures 108 to 111 and Plat'es 101 to 104.

A perusal of the bye-laws, affecting the building of dwelling
houses, which are in a thickly populated mining district in
County Durham, leaves one with the impression that in the case
of NEW houses at any rate they are bound to be thoroughly satis-
factory buildings. These bye-laws specify in considerable
detail requirements as to the structure Cf walls, foundation
and roofs; chimneys and hearths; floors and staircases; the
height of rooms; the windows and the ventilation; the space
about the building, the drainage, and the paving of yards and
open spaces.

11
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In examining any standard one has to relate it to life at that

time. Before the period of study in 1819 Richard Grainger the archi-

tect had commenced his scheme of improvement to the City of Newcastle.

However despite the exciting new city, Leifchild's description

of the surrounding area in 1853 sounded quite frightening:

When you get into the bishopric of Durham going, northward
(to Newcastle), you begin to see tall engine-houses, and vastly
tall chimneys, breathing into the sky long black clouds of
smoke. You hear groans, and whistlings, and numerous unearthly
sounds around you. These engine-houses contain those great
steam-engines that work the coal mines; and those noises proceed
from pulleys, and gins, and railways, and other industrious
instruments for raising and conveying away the coals.

12
Contrary to ones expectation Leifchild's descriptions of the interiors

of the cottages at that time were surprisingly favourable. This

view correlates with many other descriptions of the interiors of

cottages, homely and warm, yet simple.

Bearing in mind that the cottages were provided 'free' by the coal

company the pit man probably had a larger aniount of 'disposable

income' than many of his contemporaries.	 As he would not spend

this on maintanance of the fabric of the cottage as it was not

his, any money was often spent on a few items of expensive furniture

or pictures all contributing to the homely character of the cottage.

Although the cottages suffered problems such as damp and overcrowding

the Colliery Cottages of the Great Northern Coalfied had one great

benefit, coal, the basic resource:

The pitmen have an unlimited command of small coals, which
they can get as they want them by merely paying a nominal fee
for carriage to their cottages. They may be said to pay nothing
for coals, consequently, they keep up fires large enough to
roast an ox. Pleasant things are these immense fires on a
cold night, after the needful ablutions.

13
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APPENDIX 1

FICTIONAL MATERIAL RELATING TO MINING

S. Chaplin, Thin Seam (London:Fergamon paperback, 1967).
See A. Plater,Close the Coalhouse Door

A. J. Cronin, The Stars Look Down (London:1934).

B. Disraeli, Sybil (London:l645).

R. Llewellyn, How Green was My Valley (London:Michael Joseph, 1939).

G. Orwell, The Road to Wigan Pier (Secker and Warburg, 1965).

A. Plater, Close the Coalhouse Door (London:Methuen, 1969).

NON-FICTION

J. B. Prestley, English Journey	 (London:Heineman, 1936).

POPULAR SONGS OF TYNESIDE

"The Colliers Rant"

"The Blackleg Miner"

A. L. LLoyd, Folk Song in England (London:Panther, 1969).

A BALLAD IN PRAISE OF GEORGE DIXON, SEAHAM PIT
One such tribute was to George Dixon, aged 47 at the time of his
death, who refused to leave his injured putter boy until help could
reach him. On the day of the explosion, a rescue party reached
a part of the underground workings, but their progress was halted
by a mass of fallen stone. Behind the stone was George Dixon, who
was ordered to get over the stone so that he could be taken to the
surface. But he replied that his putter lad had been injured, and
on no account could he be left alone. His final words were, "Nay
I'll stay with the lad" and these words were later inscribed on
his tombstone in St. John's churchyard. Here is an extract from
a ballad in praise of George Dixon, which appeared in the London
Spectator shortly after the tragedy-

Nay I'll stay with the lad down in the deep black seam
Huddled together, dying and dead,
Far from the day-world overhead,
Face to face by a sudden fate,
With a horror of night precipitate;
Hidden away from the merciful sun,
The death and the burial all in one,
By their fifties cut off in vain,
More than a battle counts its slain,
Huddled together man and horse,
In the grip of the firedamp's dreadful force,
Unsung heroes of simple mould,
All unchanged from the race of old,
To the olden truths, with a martyr's cry,
Out of the depths they testify;
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And never has rede been read, I deem,
Nobler than that in the deep black seam,
Of love and courage, the message sad .-
Only 'Nay, I'll stay with the putter lad".

The following morning when the rescue workers returned, they found
George Dixon with his arm around the neck of the young putter, who
was also dead.

John Stephenson God Save the Pit Eppleton Vicarage, 7.
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APPENDIX 2

CENSUS RETURNS 1801-1921
NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM

1801	 1821	 1841	 1861	 1881	 1901	 1921

DURHAM	 149,384 193,511 307,963 508,666 867,258 1,187,324 917,625

NORTHUMBERLAND 168,078 212,589 266,020 343,025 434,086 	 603,119 581,679
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APPENDIX 3

ACCOUNT OF WORK WROUGHT AT EAST KENTON COLLIERY WITH THE HEWING,
PUTTING AND OTHER UNDERGROUND CHARGES THERE ON FROM APRIL 7TH TO
AND WITH 21 1802.

Frank Atkinson The Great Northern Coalfield 1700-1900 Illustrated
notes on the Durham and Northumberland Coalfield (Newcastle upon
Tyne:Frank Graham, 1966) Figure 61.
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APPENDIX 4

SPECIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF MASONRY AND CARPENTRY WORK REQUIRED
IN BUILDING COTTAGES FOR THE STELLA COAL COMPANY, SEPTEMBER 1854.
ATTACHED NEWSPAPER CUTTING.

FIRST PAGE ONLY OF 8
SCCR DCRO
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APPENDIX 5
SUMMARY OF RELEVANT ACTS
RELATING TO HOUSING

SANITARY, PUBLIC HEALTH AND HOUSING ACTS

1846	 Nuisances Removal Act. The earliest of a series - 1853,
1863, 1866 - progressively definihg cöndition unfit for
living accommodation, contained provisions as to the
overcrowding of houses, nuisances from drains, cesspools,
privies, etc., and the ascertainment by inspection of the
existence of nuisances.

1848	 Public Health Act. Tentative, short-lived provisions, but
first acceptance by the government of responsibility for
health of the population.

1851	 Common Lodging Houses Act Labouring Classes Lodging House
Act. For regulation of the former and establishment of the
latter. Known as Shaftesbury Acts after their promoter.
Very limited application.

1855	 The Labourers' Dwellings Act. Incorporation of public companies
for providing improved dwellings for the working classes.

1866	 Sanitary Act. Sanitary Inspectors made compulsory in urban
areas; overcrowding classified as nuisance.

1866-7 Labouring Classes Dwelling Houses Act. Public money first
made available through Public Works Loans Commissioners for
public companies housing associations and private persons
building dwellings for the working classes. Origin of many
of the provisions as to insanitary buildings later contained
in Part 11 of the Housing Act 1936.

1868	 Artisan's and Labourer's Dwellings Act. Named after
McCullagh Torrens, who promoted it as a private member and
probably inspired by achievements of improvement acts in
Glasgow. Liverpool, Edinburgh. Local authorities in places
with over 10,000 inhabitants empowered, but not compelled,
to force owners of insanitary dwellings to demolish or repair
at own expense.

1872	 Public Health Act. Appointment of Medical Officers of
Health made compulsory in urban areas.

1874	 Working Men's Dwellings Act. Municipal corporations able
to make grants or lease land for such dwellings and meet
expenses out of rates. Hardly used.

1875	 Artisan's and Labourers' Dwellings Improvement Act. Cross
Act No.1 permitted local autorities to make for the first
time plans for rebuilding slum areas; rehousing to be
carried out on the spot. Birmingham leads the way with
first clearances for Corporation Street.
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1875	 Public Health Act. A consolidating act that provided
nationwide administrative machinery for sanitary measures
under the supervision of the Local Government Board (created
1871). Local authorities now able to make building by-laws.
Cellar dwellings banned.

(1)	 Based on Hill and Kerringan, Hill's Complete Law of Housing,
4th ed. (London: Butterworth, 1947), 1-.7

1879	 Second Torrens and Cross Acts Public works Loans Act. Mainly
concerned with compensation, rehousing and easier public loans.
Collectively implied acceptance by parliament of a policy of
housing reform though not of municipal management of houses.

1882	 Municipal Corporations Act. Eased conditions of repayment
of loans to Exchequer, and made it easier for municipal land
to be used for working class housing.

1882	 Artisan's Dwellings Act 	 Powers to demolish sound buildings
that obstructed slum clearances.

1885	 Housing of the Working Classes Act. Consolidated the
Shaftesbury, Torreris and Cross Acts, eased loan conditions,
closed some sanitary loopholes.

1890	 Housing of the Working Classes Act. Nothing new: an attempt
at simplifying procedures and encouraging both municipal and
private enterprise in supplying working class dwellings;
heavier penalties for not complying with closing orders. Led
to more widespread use of legislative powers throughout the
county. Part 1 of this Act enabled local authorities to

make schemes for the clearing of unsanitary areas
and for the carrying out of rehousing.
Part 11 dealt with insanitary houses and obstructive
buildings and provided for their repair, closing or
demolition.
Part 111 empowered local authorities to buy land and
erect thereon "buildings suitable for lodging-houses
for the Working Classes", the management and regulation
of which was to be vested in the local authority and
for the tenancy or occupation of which they might
make reasonable charges.

1899 Small Dwellings Act. First legislation giving local authorities
powers to lend money to householders to buy their houses.

1900 Housing of the Working Classes Act . More simplificationLf
housing procedure by municipalities who are now given powers

set up lodging houses outside their own districts. LCC estate
at Tooting follows.

1909 Housing, Town Planning etc., Act. Empowered Local Government
Board to order any local authority failing to do so, to fulfill
its obligations under the Housing of the Working Classes Acts:
required them to conduct periodical housing surveys, banned
back to backhousing. Part 11 of the Act recognised the need
for enlarging the scope of the old housing and sanitary measures,
but was in effect concerned exclusively with new suburbs.
Introduced town planning schemes and provided for the appointment
of public health and housing committees of county councils.
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1919	 Housing, Town Planning, etc., Act. Imposed on local
authorities the duty immediately to prepare schemes to meet
the housing needs of their areas, extended the compulsory
powers of acquisition so as to include the purchase of
land not only for houses, but also for the purposes incidental
to the development of the land as a building estate, including
the provision, maintenance and improvement of houses and
gardens, factories, workshops, places of worship and places
of recreation and introduced into the basis of assessing
compensation to less than site value if the site was to
be used for rehousing. Provision was also made for contribution
from the Government towards the expense of local authorities
and public utility societies.
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APPENDIX 6

LIST OF EXAMPLES OF COLLIERY COTTAGES IDENTIFIED AS USING
TIMBER IN THEIR CONSTRUCTION

Barrington Colliery.

William Street, Auckland Park.

Grahamsley, North Roddymoor.

Wood Row, between Middlestone Moor and Westerton Colliery.

Tanfield Lea.

Burnhope.

Pelton Fell.

Oak Terrace and Larch Terrace, Leasingthorne.

Wood House, Broomhill.

North Seaton Colliery.

Butterknowle.

Lands.

Curving Row, Special Wood Row, Double Wood Row, East Cramlington.

Villiers Street, Murton.

Middle Row and Railway Row, Shankhouse.

Annfield Plain.

Black Boy, Gurney Valley.

Newfield.

Wood Row, Whitelease, Crook.
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Back to Backs

Back Ceiling

Bait

Bait-poke

Binding Balk

Blind Backed

Brick oven

But and Ben

Cat Slide roof

GLOSSARY OF TER1'IS
USED IN THE HOME AND THE BUILDING INDUSTRY

Ash- heap	 ApLle of coal ash, cinders, waste coal
excrement and general domestic refuse found in
the vicinity of houses with inadequate means of
excrement and refuse disposal.

Ash- pit

Attic

An area of ground enclosed by a low wall,
containing similar matter to that found in
ash heaps.

The highest storey of a house with a room
in it COED)

Dwellings built back to back

Food

Bag of bait

Ceiling binding

No windows in rear elevation

Communal outside oven constructed of brick

3 roomed cottages with 2 rooms on the ground floor
and one room in the roof space.

Cellar Dwelling	 Below ground by several feet.

Chiffonier	 A local name, for a folding cupboard-bed
similar toadess bed . When closed the Chiffonier
looked like a rather squat wardrobe.They were
in commom use into the twentieth century.
Frank Atkinson: Industrial Archaeology of
North East England, (Newton Abbot, David
& Charles l974),55.
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Quarrels or
quarries

Quoits

Cottage Flats	 Flats in a rural area

Cracket	 A low wooden stool used when washing in front
of the fire in the zinc bath tub, and for
children to sit on if no other seats were
available.

Dess Bed or	 A bed often in the principal room for the
Desk Bed	 youngest member of the family. When closed,

during the day it took on the appearance of a
sideboard, often with a false pair of drawers
near the top.

Double house	 Four roomed, 2 up 2 down houses

Fad or Square
	

OCV 1 5.10.1872 Seghill NZ 290745

Half door
	

Stable type door

Hookie mat	 Home made mats, made on frames stretched over
Clippy with Hessian. The hessian may have been pre-

printed with a pattern to follow or the mat-
maker would put on her own design.

Midden
	

A dunghill, manure heap, refuse heap (OED)

Midden men
	

The collectors of human waste in carts

Netty
	

The necessary

Odd and End
	

A triangular set of shelves fitted in the corner.

Off-shoot	 Extension projecting from a dwelling; can
be single storey or two storey. - Off-shoots
normally occur at the rear of a dwelling,but
this is not always the case for example with
back to back cottages.

Press	 A piece of furniture which held china and
ornaments in the glass doored top and clothes
or linen in the drawers underneath.
See Figure number 104. Bainbridge catalogue

Privy

Pants

A private place of ease, a latrine, a necessary
COED)

A tap in the row. A public water fountain
(OED of Dialects)

Quarry tiles, red square tiles

A predominantly miners game which has ceased
to be played.
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Trammel rod

Trappers

Row

Set Pot

Single House

Sinkers

Sit-on

Terrace

Place for boiling water often in the scullery

The form of house found in pairs at each end
of a row of houses.

Men who sink the first shaft.

A little uncooked dough, kept from one baking
day to the next, which acted in the same
way as yeast.

Skeel	 A vessel containing about six gallons, constructed
of straight wooden staves, hooped with iron1
one of the staves being made longer than the rest
and carved so as to form a handle. The diameter
of the skeel is greatest at the bottom, the
taper towards the top giving steadiness to the
vessel when it is filled and balanced on the
head where it is always carried when full.
(Northumberland Words R. 0. Heslop 1874).

A peculiarly shaped bucket formerly used in
colliery villages to carry water for household
use. They were carried on womens heads on a
'wase' and a piece of wood was made to float on
the top to prevent the water from splashing over.

(A list of Words and Phrases on Everyday use
by the natives of Hetton-le-Hole, Rev F.M.T.
Paigrave, 1896).

Stoo thing
	

Studding; usually 4" x 2" vertical timber members
at 16" or 18" centres,

Tee Fall	 (tee faa - to fall) A small building annexted
to a larger against which its roof rests; a
'lean-to' an adjoining outhouse or shed or
porch (OED of dialects).

Through House

Tidy Betty

Tommy Shop

A 'back to back' house which has been converted
to a house with a front room and a back room.

Burnished metal fender which shields the ashes
on the hearth

The colliery company shop. A system whereby
the miner was obliged to obtain goods from a general
store owned by the company.

Used for measuring

The boys who man the pit doors.
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Truck	 The miner had to pay for the goods obtained at
the 'Tommy Shop' by having the money stopped
from his wages and therefore was in
continuous debt.

Tub-way	 Track between 'rows' for servicing

Wark	 Work

Winning	 'the winning of the coal or how to get at it'
J.R. Leifchild op cit,92.

Yorkshire light	 Horizontally sliding sash window
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